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Howard Edwards, A.M., LL.D. ident
* K *: * K ^: A.M.. Randolph-Macon College. 1876: Student. University of Leipzig. 1877-
1878: Student in Paris. 1878: Teacher. Bethel Academy. Va.: 1878-1880: Teacher. Bingham
School. N. C. 1880-1882: Acting Principal of Bethel Academy. Va.. 1882-1884: Prmcipal.
Tuscumbia Academy. Ala.. 1884-1885: Professor of English and Modern Languages. Uni
versity of Arkansas. 1885-1890: Professor of English and Modern Languages. Michigan
Agricultutal College. 1890-1906: LL.D. University of Arkansas. 1891: Leave of Absence in
France and England. 1891-1892: Entered upon duties as President of Rhode Island State
College. 1906: LL D . Brown University. 1914: Vice-President of Association of Land Grant
Colleges. 1921
John Barlow. A.M Professor of Zoology
i T: * 1! K: * K *: B.S . Middlebury College. 1895: A.M.. Brown University. 1896: Assistant
Biologist. R. I. Experiment Station. 1898: Professor of Biology. Fairmount College. 1898-
1901 ; Appointed Professor of Zoology. Rhode Island State College. 1901.
Marshall Henry Tyler. B.S.
O .1 X: B.S.. Amherst College. 1897: 1
of Preparatory School. 1898: Appointed Prof.
George Edward Adams. M.Agr.
: College. 1894: Stud.
I. Expei
PIK: B.S.. Rhode Isli
1901: Assistant in Hor
ture. 1901-1906: Associate in Agronomy. 1906: St
of Agriculture. 1901: Appointed Professor of Agri
Sta
1917.
ultun
Professor of Mathemati,
Professor of Agronomy
ornell University. 1897 and 1899-
1895-1901: Assistant in Agricul-
tistical Agent. U. S. Department
1907: Appointed Dean of Agri-
Samuel Harvey Webster. B.S. . Professor of Civil Engineering
* K *: S +: A.B.. Waynesburg College. Pa.. 1893: Instructor. Jackson High School. Mich..
1894-18%: Instructor. Washington State College. 1896-1903: Student. Uland Stanford
University. 1903-1904: B.S.. University ol Illinois. 1906: Instructor in Civil Engineeruig.
Oklahoma State College. 1907: Appointed Professor of Civil Engineering. 1907.
Andrew Edward Stene, M.S. Director of Extension Service
Graduate. School of Agriculture. University of Minnesota. 1891: College of Agriculture.
University ol Minnesota. 1897: Teacher. Public Schools. Mmnesota. 1891. 1892. 1894 and
1895: Student. Education.! Courses. University of Minnesota. 1897-1898: Principal of
Schools. Ashby. Minn.. 1898-1901 : Graduate Student. Cornell University. 1901-1902: M.S.A..
1902: Assistant in Horticulture. Rhode Island State College. 1903-1904: Entomologist. State
1904: Appointed Superintendent of Extension Service. 1904: Appointed
n Service. 1914: Appointed State Uader County Agent Work. 1916.
Royal Linfield Wales, B.S. Professor of Mechanical Engineering
* K *; .\ X A; B.S.. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 1902: Instructor.Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. 1902-1904: Instructor in Mechanical Engineering. North Carolina
State College. 1904-1905: Assistant Professor of Experimental Engineering. University of
Tennessee. 1905-1908: Appointed Professor of Mechanical Engineering. 1908: Dean of
Department ol Engineering. 1909: Uavc of Absence in Bureau ol Standards. Washington.
D. C. on Carburetor Research. January I to September I. 1921.
Burt Laws Hartwell, Ph.D. Professor of Ag:
CSC:;: Z: !. K I': B.S.. Massachusetts Agricultutal College and Be
Associate Chemist. Massachusetts Agricultural Experi
Assistant Chemist. R. I. Experiment Statio
"" "
lege. 1900: Ph D-. University of Pennsylva
Experiment Station. 1903: Chemist. 1907
Appomted Director of Experiment Station
Association for the Advancement of Science
Herman Churchill. A.M. .... Profci
B e IT: * K *: i H K: A B . Syracuse University. 1894: Sun
Y.. Chicago University: A.M.. University of Wisconsin. 1902: Instructor in High Schools
of N. Y.. Wis. and III.. 1894-1903: English Department. Northwestern University. Evanston.
III., 1903-1907: Head of English Department, Southwestern College. Winfield Kan.. 1907-
1909: Head of English Department. Nebraska Wesleyan University. 1909-1912: Appointed
Professor of Rhetoric and Composition. 1912: Professor of English and History. 1921.
ultural Chemistry
)n University. 1889:
39: Appointed First
; M.S.. Massachusetts Agricultural Col-
lia. 1903: Appointed Associate Chemist. R. I
Professor of Agricultural Chemistry. 1908:
1912: Agronomist. 1913: Fellow i
of English and History
^^sSigr??;^^ (gig=:5^^^^^^^s
John Everett Ladd. M.S.A.
H\:\ /.: BS.. New Hampshire S
Professor of Animal Husbandry i
Charles Carroll. Ph.D.
Professor of Animal Husbandry
ate College. 1913: MSA at Purdue. Ind.. 191 7: Appointed
t Rhode Island State College. 1918.
Professor of School Law and Administration
* 11 K; A B. Brown University. 1898: LL.B.. Harvard Uw School. 1901: Admitted
Rhode Island Bar. 1901: A.M.. Brown UniversitJ'. 1913: PhD. Brown University. 1915:
Instructor at Rhode Island Normal School. 1916: Assistant to Rhode Island Commissioner
of Education. 1916: Deputy State Director of Vocational Education. 1919: Professor of
School Law and Administration. Rhode Island State College. 1919.
Grace E. Bird. Ph.D. Professor of Educational Psychology
Ph.B.. Universitv of Chicago. MA.. Columbia University. 1915: Ph.D.. Brown University.
1918; Assistant m English. University of Chicago: Taught at High Schools in Mont.. III..
N. H.. and Rhode Island College of Education; Member of American Psychological Associ
ation: Appointed Professor of Educational Psychology at Rhode Island State College. 1919.
William Anderson. M.S. Professor of Electrical Eng
;; H: * K *: B.S.. Kansas State Agricultural College. 1898: Assistant in Mathemati
sas State Agricultural College. 1899-1902: Instructor in Physics and Electrical Engi
Kansas State Agricultural College. 1904-1906: M.S.. Kansas State Agricultural College.
1906: Instructor in Physics and Electrical Engineering. Michigan College of Mines. 1906
1912: AM . Cornell University. 191 I ; Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering. 1912
1919: Michigan College of Mines: Appointed Professor of Physics and Electrical ELngineering
at Rhode Island State College. 1919.
Emma Gertrude Jaeck, Ph.D. Professor of Modern Languages
* 1! K: ! K 1': BL. University ol Wisconsin. 1903: A.M.. University of Illinois. 1908: Ph. D..
University of Illinois. 1910: High School Assistant in Utinand German. Brodhead. Wis.. 1903-
1905; Student at University of Berlin. 1905-1906: High School Assistant in German. Mon
mouth. III,. 1906-1907: Fellow in German. University of Illinois. 1907-1910: Instructor m
German. Mt. Holyoke College. 1910-191 1; Professor ol German and Spanish. Oxford Col
lege. 1915-1919: Graduate Student at Universities of Wis.. Chi., and Cal.. Summer Session.
1903. 1912. 1914. 1915. 1917. 1919; Student at Junta para AmplicaciondeEstudios. Madrid.
Spain. Summer of 1920: Appointed Professor of Modem Languages. Rhode Island State
College. 1919.
Joseph Waite Ince. M.A Professor of Chemistry
I. K +; A B.. Brown University. 1902; MA. Brown University. 1904; Instructor in Chem
istry at Brown University. 1902-1904: Instructor in Chemistry at Denison University.
1904-1905: Demonstrator of Chemistry at McGiU University. 1905-1908: Professor of Agricul
tural Chemistry at North Dakota Agricultural College. 1908-1919; Agricultural Chemist at
North Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station. 1908-1919: Appointed Professor of Chem
istry and Head of Chemistry Department. 1919.
H. Louis Jackson. M.S. Professor of Industrial Chemistry
.i T: BS. Massachusetts Institute^ of Technology. 1905; M.S.. Hamilton College. 1909:
rofessor of Chemistry at University of Kansas: State
n Sanitary Corps. U. S. Army; Appointed Professor of
M. I.
Chemist of Idaho; Overseas
Industrial Chemistry. 1919.
Alfred S. Knight. Captain. U. S. A. Professor of Military Science and Tactics
Enlisted in Regular Army in 1914: Served as private and non-commissioned officer in Panama
with 5th and 33rd Infantry: Commissioned Second Lieutenant 1917. and returned to U. S.;
Assistant Instructor at First Officers Trainmg Camp. Ft. Niagara. NY.: With 29th Division.
Sept-Dec.. 1917; With 80th Division. Dec. 1917-May. 1918; at Infantry School of Arms.
Fort Sill. Oklahoma: Executive Ofiicer of S. A. T. C. at University of Honda: Transferred
to 1 leadquarters. 4th R. O. T. C. District at Raleigh. N. C; Detailed to Rhode Island State
College. Sept.. 1919.
Mrs. Lillian L. Peppard, M.S. . Professor of Home Economics
B.S.. Michigan Agricultural College; MS.. University of Chicago: Assistant
Professor of Domestic Science and Domestic Art. Michigan Agricultural College. 1906-
1913: Associate Professor of Household Arts. Michigan Agricultural College. 1913-1918:
University of Chicago. 1916-1917; Member of National Council of Omicron Nu. 1913-1915;
Secretary of Michigan Home Economics Association. I9I3-I9I7: Member of Michigan
State Executive Board of Red Cross. 1916-1918; Assistant Professor of Home E<:onomics.
Rhode Island State College, 1918-1920: Appointed Professor of Home Economics, Rhode
Island State College. 1920.
1141
Henry G. May. Ph.D Professor of Bacteriology
(I X: * B K; :: Z: * K *; B.S.. University of Rochester. 191 3; Ph.D.. University of Illinois.
1917: Junior Zoologist. Bureau of Animal Industry. Wash . D. C. 1917-1919; Bacteriologist.
Central Medical Department Uboratory. Dijon, France. I9I8-I9I9: Professor of Biology.
Mississippi College. 1919-1920; Appointed Professor of Bacteriology at Rhode Island State
College and Chief of Division ol Animal Breeding and Pathology in Experiment Station. 1920.
Harold W. Browning, Ph.D. .....Professor of Botany
OX:* K*: i Z:l A:*S:B.S.. Rhode Island State College. 1914; Appomted Assistant Pro
fessor of Botany. University of Wisconsin. 1914-1916: M.S.. University of Wisconsin. 1916:
Fellow in Botany. University of Wisconsin. 1916-1917: Instructor in Botany. University
ol Wisconsin. 1919-1920; Ph.D.. University of Wisconsin. 1920: Appointed Professor of
Botany at Rhode Island State College. 1920.
Alice Lena Edwards, M.A. Professor of Home Economics
() N: B.S.. Oregon Agricultural College. 1906; M.A.. and Teachers Diploma. Columbia
University. 1917; Instructor in Zoology. Oregon Agricultural College. 19091915: Assistant
in Biology. Teachers College. Columbia University. 1915-1917: Assistant Professor of Nutri
tion. University of Illinois. I9I8-I92I: Appointed Professor of Home Economics at Rhode
Island State College. 1921.
Howland Burdick, B.S. .... Assistant Professor of Dairying
V I K; BS.. Rhode Island State College. 18%; Appointed Assistant in Agriculture and
Farm Superintendent. 16%; Appointed Instructor in Agriculture. 1900; Appointed Assistant
Professor in Dairying. 1906.
Calvin Lester Coggins, B,S.
Assistant Professor of Physics and Electrical Engineering
B.S.. Rhode Island State College. 1907; Graduate Work. 1907-1909; Assistant in Physics.
Ohio State University. 1909-1910: Assistant m Physics. Dartmouth College. 1910-1912:
Instructor in Physics. Stevens Institute of Technology. 1912-1914: Appointed Assistant
Professor of Physics and Electrical Engineering. 1914: Associate Member of American
Physical Society.
Frank Hartwell Bills. B.S. . Assistant Professor of Mathematics
B.S., New Hampshire College. 1910; Appointed Instructor ol Mathematics. Rhode Island
State College. 1910: Appointed Assistant Professor of Mathematics. Rhode Island State
College. 1917.
Helen Elizabeth Peck. A.B. As.
I K: A.B. Wellesley. 1904: Principal. Giltr
South Kingston High School. 1909-1915; In
Appointed Assistant Professor of English Litei
Mabel DeWitt Eldred, B.S.
B.S.. Rhode Island State College. 1895: Appointed In
Island State College.
Frank W. Keaney, A.B
AB. Bates College. 1911: Sub-master and Instructor
Athletic Director at Putnam. Conn.. 191 I-I9I2; Sub-m
Mathematics and Athletic Director at Woonsocket. R. I . 1912-1917: In
and Athletic Director at Everett. Mass.. 1917-1920; Appointed Coa.
and Instructor in Chemistry at Rhode Island State College. 1920.
Eldred. B.S. . Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
B.S.. Rhode Island State College. 1900: Engaged in practical work. 1900-1905; Instructor
in Mechanical Engineermg. Cornell University. 1905-1908; Appointed Instructor in Me
chanical Engineering. 1908.
Joseph Church, Captain, Infantry, U. S. A.
Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics
A.B.. Brown University. 1909; First Officers Training Camp. Plattsburg. N. Y.: Commis
sioned First Lieutenant. Inf.. O. R. C. August 15. 1917: 304th Infantry. I9I7-I9I8: Ad
vanced Section. S. O. S.. American E. F.. I9I8-I9I9: 36lh Infantry. 1920; Commissioned
Captain. Infantry. July. 1920; Graduated. Infantry School. Camp Benning. Ga.. 1921: Ap
pointed Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics. Rhode Island State College. 192 1 .
Clarence Elmer Brett, B.S. Instructor in Poultry Husbandry
B.S. Rhode Island State College. 1913: Isntructor in New York State School. 1918; Appointed
Instructor in Poultry Husbandry. Rhode Island State College. 1918.
tant Professor of English Literature
cademy. 1906-1907: Vice-Principal.
Rhode Island State College. 1915:
July. 1919.
Instructor in Drawing
in Drawing. 1897: Rhode
Physical Director and Coach
n Science and Mathematics and
nd Physi
John R.
M. Gilman Knowles, B.S. . Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
B.S.. Tults College. 1917; Graduate Student at Harvard University. 1916-1917: Entered
U. S. Shipping EBoard Service as marine engineeer. 1918; Instructor in Mechanical Elngineering.
Rhode Island State College. 1919.
Frank F. Archibald ... Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
Apprenticeship in machine shop. Edinburgh. Scotland. 1894-1900; Staff Engineer at Crighton
Institution. Dumlree. Scotland. 1900-1903: Engineer at Victoria Hour Mills. Glasgow. 1903-
1905: Supervisor of Electrical Work at St Uanard Engineering Works. Edinburgh: Master
Mechanic at Uuttit Laundry Co.. Providence. R. I., for five years: Foreman for three years
at Franklin Process Co.. Providence; Appointed Instructor in Mechanical Engineering at
Rhode Island State College. 1920.
Gertrude Hughes. B.S.
B.S.. Cornell University. 1920: Appointed In
1920.
Leslie A. Keegan. B.S.
I" I K: B.S.. Rhode Island StateCollege. 1919; Gri
University ofMaine. 1920: Appointed In
Herbert V. Marsh, B.S.
.\ r 1'; B.S.. Massachusetts Agric
Gorham. N. II.. 1916-1917;
"
Instructor in Zoology
1 Zoology. Rhode Island State College.
Hampshire; Appointed Instructor
College. 1920.
Edward Avery Richmond. B.S. .
? K +; B.S.. Dartmouth College. 1912; Graduate Stud,
Instructor in Zoology. Dartmouth College. 1912: Insti
versify. l912-l9l3;GraduateStudentand I
and Entomology. New York University. 1913-1917: I
College. 1917: First Lieutenant. Sanitary Corps. Air Serv
1919: Chief Chemi
- - -
Waverly Plantatioi
College. 1920.
Leslie Elmer Abbott. B.S.
Instructor in Agronomy
e Student and Instructor in Agronomy.
n Agronomy. Rhode IslandStateCollege 1920.
Instructor in Horticulture
al College. 1915: Teaching Agricultural Subjects at
1917 to 1920 engage in teaching Agriculture in High
id State
Instructor in Botany
t Cornell University: Assistant
r in Zoology. New York Uni-
al History of the Farm. Biology
jctor in Physiology. Sir
U. S. Army. 1917-
. Instructor in Teacher Training in Agricultu
I College. 1914; Orchard Manager. Turner Hill Farm.
Vocational Department. Hitchcock Academy. Brim-
ructor with Connectic
"
Training in Agriculturi
pers and Bulletins an
B.S.. Massachusetts Agriculti
Ipswich. Mass.. 1915; In
field. Mass.. 1916: State Supervis
cation. 1917-1920: Appointed Ins
State College. 1920: Contributor
Papers.
Mrs. Ida S. Harrington Supcrvii
Graduate. Institutional Management Course. Simmon
University. 1911; Director of Food Shop. Women's H
Boston. 1908-1910: Extension Instructor. Cornell Uni^
tute Ucturer. New York State Department of Agricul
Director. R. I. Food Administration. 1917-1919; I lorn.
Co.. 1919; State Home Demonstration Leader. R I.. 1920; Stal
Education. R. 1.. 1921.
Mrs. Winifred M. Keaney, A.B. Instructor in Physical Training for Women
A.B.. Bates College. 1911: Undergraduate Assistant in Physical Training at Bates College.
1910: Taught Settlement House Work. Buffalo. N. Y.. 1911; High School and Playground
Work m Alton. N. H . 1912-1913; Assistant Principal. Palmerton. Pa.. Schools. 1913-1914;
Appointed Director of Physical Education for Women at Rhode Island State College. 1921.
Waldemar S. McGuire. B.S Instructor in Chemistry
B.S.. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 1918: Engaged in Practical Chemical Work
from l918to 1920: Instructor in Physics and Chemistry. Tufts College. 1920-1921 : Appointed
Instructor in Chemistry at Rhode Island State College. 1921.
Henry B. Potter. M.D College Physi,
Lucy Comins Tucker Registrar and Secretary to the President
Orville D. Groesbeck Assistant i
John D. Farrell Assistant i
Augustus Boss Davis. Jr. .
William Joseph Whelan. B.S.;i> i k
1 16!
to^..-.l^U^.i.L.feSg^
^xpmmmt Butxan ^taff
Howard Edwards. A.M., LL.D.
Burt L. Hartwell, Ph.D.
Henrv G. May. Ph.D.
P. H. Wessels. M.S. .
Paul S. Burgess. Ph.D.
F. R. Pember. M.S.
S. C. Damon. B.S.
F. K. Crandall. B.S. .
Robert L. Jones. B.S.
Myron G. Holmes. B.S.
Mary E. Williams. B.S.
Walton H. Scott. B.S.
Nathaniel Helme
H. Alida Birch
Assistant. An,
Assistant, An:
1Ext?n0t0u i>prutr? i'taff
Howard EIdwards, LL.D.
Andrew Edward Stene, M.S.
dent of the College, ex officio Member
Director, Agronomy, Chemistry
Animal Breeding and Pathology
Associate, Chemistry
Associate. Chemistry
Associate. Glasshouse Experiment
Assistant, Field Experiments
Assistant. Field Experiments
Assistant. Chemistry
Assistant. Chemistry
ll Breeding and Pathology
.1 Breeding and Pathology
Meteorologist
. Librarian
President of the College, ex officio Member
Director and State Leader in County Agent Work
Lorenzo Foster Kinney, Jr.. M.S.
Mrs. Ida Schwedler Harrington
Elizabeth Hope Browne. B.S.
Howard Haldane Hawes
James Edward Knott. Jr., B.S. .
Francis Spink Madison, B.S.
Deborah Provost Cummings, B.S.
fHome Demonstration Agent, Newport County Ft
Ruth Goodwin Murray. B.S.
\Homc Demonstration Agent, Southern R. I. Ft
th U. S. Department of Agriculture.
th the United States Department of Agricultur<
*State Leader in Club Work
State Leader in Home Demonstration Work
*District Home Demonstration Leader
. fCounty Agent. Providence Co. District
^County Agent. Newport Co. District
. jCounty Agent. Southern R. I. District
\ Bureau
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President
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The Fall of 1918 witnessed the arrival at Kingston Hill of the customary
group of grown-up high school children, eagerly in search of an education. Not at
once, however, could we organize as a class, for most of us found ourselves incor
porated into Uncle Sam's S. A. T. C.
After Armistice Day. and the disbanding of the S. A. T. C. we returned in
January, one hundred and twenty-five strong, to take up college Hfe in real earnest.
We quickly showed up our rivals, the Sophomores, by defeating them in basketball
and in debating. Fortunately for them the S. A. T. C. had prevented the customary
rope pull and gridiron clash in the fall. We further demonstrated our athletic
prowess by furnishing our quota to the varsity basketball and baseball squads.
We enjoyed our social events, too a Freshman Informal at Lippitt, and a
Class Banquet at Chin Lee's in spite of Sophomore pranks.
As Sophs we bowed to the Freshies in the rope pull, but held them scoreless
in football, and trounced them in basketball. In debating we succumbed to yearling
oratory, but came back strong with four men on the varsity debate squad, and we
had our representatives in all branches of varsity athletics.
Our Hop was unusually successful, as was our Second Annual Banquet held
in East Hall. At the end of this second year we were so unfortunate as to lose our
Honorary Member. Miss Harriet L. Merrow. by her retiring from teaching after
twenty-five years of service-
In our Junior Year we exhibited our characteristic originality and enthusiasm
by instituting Junior Week for the first time at Rhode Island State. Our Junior
Prom, the principal feature of The Week, was unusually successful, as was our
Commencement Ball to the Seniors.
Now in our Senior Year, with our laurels won, we have assumed a becoming
dignity and maturity of thought and action. Regretfully we sense the rapid passing
of the time which will so soon bring us to Commencement, and a parting from
familiar scenes and faces. Yet as the largest class ever graduated from Rhode
Island State, we still have our part to play as loyal sons and daughters, in the
larger world upon which we are entering.

^^^^
Richard Grant Casey. O X Bridgewater, M.
"Dick" Electrical ENCINEERI^
Baseball (/) (2l (3). Captain (4): Class Basltetbatt (2)
Vice-President Athletic Association (4): R. I. Club (2) {})
"Dick" came to Kingston in the winter of 1919. and sinc<
Freshman year has been a popular boy upon the campus.
always has a smile lor everyone and has never been knowi
refuse anyone who asks for a smoke. He has been active
baseball player and is an ideal leader for this year*s team.
great failing has been going home to work, but everyone
"
there is a Girls' Normal School in Bridgewater. so he
fooled anyone. "Dick" has ambitions to make "KC" cho
as famous throughout the country as they are in Bridgewa
and we wish him success.
'ING Lester Churchill, Z II .\ ; <I^ K <t>
Kingston. R. I.
"H* "Ch Applied Sen
DetegaU Northficld Y. M. C. A. Confer
.Moines Y. M. C. A. Conference (21; Cla
"Beacon" Board l/l 12: :3l 14:. Associate Board 13'. Editor-in-
Chief 14': President Debating Society i 3 1 ; Corporal I 3 1 . Sergeant
:4.: Glee Club 14): Scholastic Honors {I I i2j l3). Grist Board
:3: I4\: Apple Judging Team [41: Varsity Debating Team (4).
Four years ago when S, K H. S. thrust this long.
young man out into the cruel world he decided to stick a
home for his college career, so he entered R I. State. Hi
list of achievements above shows that he hasn't wasted his time.
either in activities or studies. He is studying agriculture, but it
is hard to tell whether or not he will be a farmer. We prophesy
that he will follow in the footsteps of his illustrious Dad. and
be a Prof somewhere, sometime.
i long
Edwin Harold Coker, .i X .V; * K *; T K .\
Providence. R. I.
"Ed
" "Coke
" Mechanical Encineerinc
Captain Class Debating Team It) 12): Editor-in-Chief "Beacon"
(t I (2:: Captain Rope Putt 12: : Class Track (3): Secretary-Treasurer
Mechanical Engineering Club 12.: Corporatl2): Y. M.C.A.il : : 3 .
President Y. .M. C. A.: 3': Scholastic Honors It) (2) (3); IVIanager
Baseball 14.: President T K .\ 14:: Varsity Debating Team 12:
Polygon 131: Studenl Council {2) {3l 14). President Student Council
{4).
1 Be<"Ed
"
is our 1922 delegati
Judging from his work the past four years we shoi
land of the brewery whistles ought to feel quiU
such a son. Outside of being a scholar. "Coke"
lion. He has never yet missed a big dance, tl
eer I lill)
r that thi

Helen Stewart Fessenden, O A A Phenix, R. I.
Fessy" Home Economics
Scholastic Honors (/) (2) (3): Commencement Ptay If) (2Treasurer Glee CtuI, (I) (2): Student Council Vi, Chairman
Magnolia Cottage Driot {4).
During her four years at Rhode Island State College. "Fessy"has shown herself an excellent student, a leader and fun-lovinFull of college spirit and enthusiasm, she has helped lead theco-ed activities. "Fessy" is always ready for a good time. She
enjoys early morning picnics and canoeing especially. We
expect she will soon make a practical application of her I iomc
Economics training, and sincerely wish that her every expectationof happiness and success will be realized.
Bu "Me
Fisher. U * Provider
Electrical Engi;
Beacon" Board {/}; Glee Club (/) (2) (3) i4): Class Debating
Team i/i. Class Track ^2): Sergeant (2); Soph. Hop Committee
2 : Cross-Country {2}; Junior Prom Committee (ii, Polygon (,-#),
President Y. M. C. A. l2i; Grist Board (4).
After "cutter drill" on the green sward as a member of the
Brown Naval Unit, Lloyd decided to become a dry land engineer.
To realize his ambition he has been forced to burn the midnight
oil. although on the whole he is a diligent student and sincere in
alt his undertakings. "1 lerbie." our vagrant fiddler, used to make
many trips to Providence and then go back for "Moir." His
interests noiv lie in California, and he hopes lo use his engineering
ability to establish a wireless telephone connection to the western
Charles Sydney Gardner, X X A Brockton, Mass.
"Chick" "Dynamite" Electrical Engineering
Football i2) ii) i4\: Class Basketball (/) i2i (3i. Captain Class
Basketball f / ) ; Class Baseball il) l2i. Manager Class Baseball ( J i .
Corporal .2i; R I. Club >3' \4).
Charles Sydney McSparen Gardner landed on the campus with
one idea -to uphold the ho
for he has passed all courses
A few weeks ago the shoe e;
blonde hair under the stamp. Later in the week said social lion
was seen showing his "first love" all the movie posters of Brockton.
"DynamiteV little diversion after football season is over is
cleverly smoking high quality five-cent cigars. "Chick." the
king of the valiant order of "The Knights of the Kentucky
Marbles." is the tidiest man in college. He cleans up the dorm
after every pay day.
rof Brockton. He has succeeded
datew Ith a grand average of 59.6
rt rece ivedascented letter with a
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East Providence. R. I
* A (3) (-^l. 5ergean( l?i. Captain 14
Agricultural Exposition (4\; Grist Board (
"Swede" needs no introduction to our "s
of the ringleaders of the "Wells House Gai
fame. And the exploits of these men a:
"Swede's" formal debut into college soci
memorable Freshman Banquet when he succeeded in sw
a chickenbone -something which no one has been known
before. Quite a stunt! I lis acquaintance with the faculty, i
truthfully be said, is a more intimate one than any other student's
For advice as to the "ins and outs" of the faculty [xilicy. pref
erably the "outs," you are respectfully recommended to "Swede."
From the frequency of his comings and goings we
whether "Swede" is a "regular" or a "day" studen
etty Westall Hammett. w K
"Ham" "Bet"
ould :
Newport. R. I
Home Eci
Class Basketball 1 3) {4
*A(3) {4}.
girl known as "Betty'
id registered as a "Special." Any day you
the campus to attend Pete Eldred's me
chanical drawing class. However. "Betty" soon "came to" ant
decided that Home Economics was the course for her to take
"Betty" established her reputation as an expert swimmer ant
life-saver when she saved the life of Coach Walker's wife a
Thirty-Acre Pond during her Freshman year. She is a live wire
and if anything happens in the dorms, "Ham" is the first one t<
receive the blame. In her Sophomore year, "Betty" played thi
pari of Viola in Twelfth Night. "Bet" is a persevering studen
and accomplishes what she makes up her mmd to do. She i:
ted for her walking abilities and knows the Kingston road:
for mile! und.
Gordon Leslie Harrington
"Buck"
Corporal (3). Sergeant (4)
Gordon dropped onto Kings
Woodville. R. I.
Me
Hill frc ,ilds of Wood-
The S. A. T. C. kept "Buck
"
on the hill for a while, but
as soon as he recovered from its effects he hit the trail daily, so
now we have him as judge and adviser of our traveling "studes."
"Buck's" attentions during his stay with us have been divided
between passing "Pete's" course and "going up Slocums."
"Buck" has another outlet for his energy, too. He is one of those
few among us who still realize the need for preparedness. So we
find "Buck" a loyal supporter of the R. O. T. C. Gordon may
be back on the hill again some daywho knowsperhaps as
dean of engineering or even as P. M. S. & T.? Whatever you do
anyway. "Buck." the best wishes of R. I. go with you.
!5S^ag)lgl^:^S;:aiaig=^ErTst ^^Ig) g;;^:a5?aiaig5c^5?%gj)||
Helen Priscilla Harrington, O .\ A Greene, R. I.
Home Economics
Shakespearean Play \ I '< i2); Glee Club (/) (2).
Others mav dally on the way to class. Helen is right there
when the bell rings-on the dot! We have her to thank for
answering the doorbell and always having time to help, often
as a silent partner, when there are 'steen ways to go! It has been
rightly said that "still waters run deep." Although quiet she
makes a lively hostess as President of the famous Coffee Club in
Davis. I (elen is most at home when drivmg her flivver up through
Connecticut in August with a bunch of the Rhode Islands girls
along for company. Here's to a bright future, Helen, with both
happiness and achi<
Vinal Norberg Hastings, 8 X
"Vin" Ct
rchester. Ma
Manager Class Hockey {I* Student Council (3) (4'>: Militar
Ball Committee (2.' Commencement Ball Committee t3'; I.
Sergeant (/'. 1st Lieutenant {2); Editor-in-Chief Grist i4
"Vin"
has held
. Masonic Club 1 4
tarted off his college career in the S. A. T. C, and he
I prominent and conspicuous place on the campus ever
always the foremost i
master mind and a willing helper to those less fortun
very proud to have "Vin" with us; a leader in studei
a man of fine [personality, a valuable friend and a
"Rhody."
Charlotte May Haupt. OAA Providence, R. I.
"Charlie" Home Economics
Glee Club (/), Commencement Play (I) (2\; Treasurer Y. W.
C. U. 2: Captain and Manager Co-ed Basketball (3i. Basketball
sjjecialty. Field hockey, basketball,
suit her. "Dancing's fine." says she,
to a picnic at Biscuit City or
Nobody
Athleticsr-"Charli
swimming and tennis
"if you like it." Wh
Thirty-Acre. "Charlie" is on hand
needs to worry about the alarm clock. If you would like _ _ _
of checkers or parchesi just walk into 22 Davis Hall and lift
the rug. There you'll find a cleverly painted board on the highly
polished floor! Quite handy? Rather! And she has many other
ideas which will make Rhode Island sit up and take notice as
the years go by. Good work. "Charlie."

^^^^^^^^B ==27&igigjz=^geac^^^igj)
Hamer Holden. P I K Hartford, Conn.
Class President it): Varsity Basketball i7) 12); Vice-President
R. 1. Club. Class Basketball. Class Track. Class Baseball. Corporal
I . Sergeant '2'. 1st Lieutenant '3,'. Captain i4>. Military Ball
(^nmmitlrr .?) I / 1 yuni'or Prom Committee {3l: Glee Club; Vice-
A. (3i. President Y. M. C. A. 14): Masonic
Representative at Student Disarmament
Princeton University i4>.
tl long be remembered for his exceptional ability
lines. It was unusual to see him at any social function
s not in charge of at least two of the fair sex, and he
supply his more unfortunate friends at a moment s
has the reputation of getting knowledge with a
fort and is an authority on world problems and the
:et. As an athlete he showed great promise from the
n both football and basketball squads and also in
t, but injuries received during his Sophomore year
prevented him from continuing. "Jim's" ambition is to have a
wife and a cozy "love nest" all of his own. and as a chemist to
revolutionize the rubber industry.
John Calder Howland, .\ X A Provider
Chemical Society f2> lii '4i: Assistant .Manager Tennis (2;.
Manager Tennis (3-; Blanket Tax Committee f3i. Class Baseball
(2i, Soph Hop Committee i2\: Corporal ^2^ Sergeant i3).
Thia "ble^ Wai rith the
ely identified himself with the famous
:.torious wreckers of furniture and
nhouses. During all his college life. "Zibbie" has managed
to withstand the wiles of the fair co-eds. but don't think for a
moment that "Zibbie" isn't able to handle the women, for he
is often seen "down-the-line" shaking those loose-jointed knees
of his. Although "Zibbie" has been credited with leading a fast
and furious life, he has succeeded in stepping over all the pitfalls
of the chem. course without stumbling. After graduating.
"Zibbie" expects to be taken into the firm of some chemical works.
Ruby Arden Hoxs
"Rub
Canonchet. R. 1.
Vice-President Class (l) (1
Junior Prom Committee (3';
Club (3- I-/I.
To R. I. S. C. came Ruby, a quiet, rather snobbish Freshman.
She soon proved to be full of fun. and one of the unruly Frosh
|vho bothered the Sophs so much during the S. A. T. C. days.
Ruby 1
covered the reas<
ed floricultun
ithlei she ha
nd student her first two years, but
. for, in her Junior and Senior years she
md px3ultry as substitutes for the farm. In
lown much ability, playing forward on the
the Varsity. She alstclai
applause as the "fair Lady Olivia". As a student. Ruby ha
always been a general favorite among her classmates, being
conscientious, but having the best time possible. We know her
pleasing personality will continue to gain her friends in the
future.
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Harold Edward Martin
Engineering Society
This young man unt
* K <t-. but then -it is sad to tell, "Hi
him his marksman's medal, which is
days, but he also learned to smoke, and
up he would have fallen for those Canadian girls. No.
girl -a school ma'am -and college no longer attract
he must hustle home and correct her papers daily. Si
boy, too, it's a shame to see him falling
has set some enviable records in the Ejtgineering Depa;
and should develop into a credit to the college.
George Sydney Redvers Moorhouse. B <I>
Westerly, R. I.
Sid" "Jickey" "Lime-Juicer" Agriculture
Class Football i2): President Aggie Club (-^i. <I>A (4^.
The first thing that we notice about this quaint character is
his abundance of names. "Sid" probably acquired these names
from the various countries he has visited. I le was born in South
Africa, but did not stay there long enough to acquire the charac
teristic color. "Jickey" came here to pursue the Aggie course
a.s he always had a fondne.ss for mother earth. This has been
evidenced by his summer recreation at Pleasant View Beach.
I lold her, 'Jickey,' she is headed for the barn."
"Wa
Morehouse, A X A
Mecha
Providenc
Track Squad (/); Rope Pull (2); Corporal l/i. 2nd Lieutenant
(2i; Grist Board (3K- Scholastic Honors i3i; "Beacon" Board (3 .
Business Manager "Beacon" (4': Vice-President Lecture Associa
tion (3i. President Lecture Association <4): Polyg>
Masonic Club i4;.
This Eskimo, being a true knight of the Polar Bear A. C
roams the campus in the middle of a January blizzard with
ndsle.
liie. Wade fits with the co-eds like he
Mrbank with a hi
uld i
ive for chow led him first
} a hash slinger's job where
econds for himself. As ho
^^^^
John Fremont Nye. B X
"Jack" "Jules"
Westerly. R. I.
Electric
Sertteant (2i, Glee Club i2l i3i (4); Quartette (3) {4); Manager
Clce Club i3i (/).
"Jatk" hiiils from Westerly and he lives up to the reputation
ni Ihc town, for a neater little fellow would be hard to find. He
lirst showed liis ability as a leader by becoming a sergeant in
"Cap't Knight's Army." Later he became Manager of the
Glee Club, and two successful seasons were the result of his
earnest efforts. "Jules" is very musical and spends a great deal
of his time at the piano, playing (in the Key of C'. "Jack" is
deeply engrossed in the theory of direct and alternating currents,
but he finds time to sell them at the village store, and thus
gained valuable practical experience. He says he sells Dodge
Cars in the summer, but that he doesn't believe in the "two
hands on the wheel rule" after dark.
Louis Eugene Pastorini, P I K
"Louie" Civil
Class Basketball il) i2) f3); Class Football (2l. Manager Class
Football i2\; Class Baseball ih (2); Class Track (3>. Treasurer
Civil Engineering Society l2i: Sergeant {2l; Rope Pull (2).
"Louie" was first seen on Kingston Heights as a Non-S. A.
T. C. student, and from the start showed his skill as a leader in
the battles of the Wells 1 louse. With the beginning of the college
year in January "Louie" became prominent in making athletic
honors for the Class of '22 and maintaining them for four years.
"Jazz" should have been his middle name as all "the latest."
both dance and song, were introduced by him. "Jazz" was a
sure gloom-and-blues-disperser even though his favorite selection
was "Alcoholic Blues." At 6:45 P. M. each evening, for two
years. 'Louie" could be heard leading the "South Hall Scullion
Trio" up Hurricane Avenue. The toughest night of nights for
him was Sunday evening when he could be heard saying, "Where
was 1 a week ago tonight?" (Whitman!. We all feel quite certain
that he will make good, as his many speeches in "Reinforced
Concrete" have even led "Pa" to be convinced. His ability to
make friends, which is due to his "jabber jabber" qualities, will
lead him to the position of President (of the da
m the near future.
1 managers i
"Wa "Wally
Providence. R. I.
Campus Club i2) (3) (4): Aggie Society i2^ l Ji i4>; Chairman
Decorating Committee Junior Prom l3i, Chairman Decorating
Committee Aggie Ball i4].
"Wally" is one of those favored few who have managed to
achieve in scholastic subjects. In his Freshman year. "Wally"
rated honors. But do not mistake him for one of our study bugs
far be it! He is a faithful attendant at all our athletic games.
He has also created a reputation here as an interior decorator.
Witness his career. "Wally 's" chief passion seems to be the
maintenance of a private conservatory at his home. In his avid
search for horticultural knowledge, every institution of learning,
no doubt, has received requests for information, booklets, and
the like. We do not hesitate to predict that "Wally" will give
to the world many new and hitherto unheard-of-species of
Rowers, Good luck. Wally!
^^^^^^^^
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Frederick Allen Turner, AXA Riverside. R. I.
"Eke" "Fred" Mechanical Engineering
Class Baseball (/); Class Football (2): Class Basketball ll, \2)
(31. Varsity Football Squad (2); Varsity Baseball Squad /i 3 ,
Varsity Basketball Squad (3i, Rope Pull l2}: Class Track ^ .
Sergeant 1 2] l3i. Varsity Baseball i2'>; Student Council (3i l-^!,'
Polygon (3i i4); R. I. Club (3i. Secretary R. /, Club '4'..
"Eke" arrived from Riverside in the Fall of 1918. One of his
chief occupations in college is to watch from his window until
the fortunate fair Ol co-ed passes by and then grab his hat and
run. From this pleasant side-line, "Eke" managed to spare the
time to win a letter in baseball as a pitcher and also to take part
in various other lines of sport. As a student, "Eke" is amongst
those who pass them all sometimes! "Eke" has not as yet divulged
his plans for the future, so the only prophecy it is possible to
make is that he should make good on a railroad as a "sleeper".
IOR Wade, F 1 K
"Roy"
Polygo
Woonsocket. R. I.
Agr
3]; Treasurer Aggie Club (3); Corporal (2), Sergeant
:> . K icc-rresident Masonic Club (4): Glee Club (2); Vice-President
Y A/. C A. (Jl.
By taking one look at the misplaced growth of thick hair you
will no doubt recognize our "Roy." After years of worldly
experience he decided nothing was more important for success
than an educalion. After spending three years at Dean Academy.
he entered our midst m 1917 and remained here until he joined
the Air Service of the U. S. Army in February. 191 7. He relumed
in 1919 to carry on his deep studying. He is a very conscientious
ent and well deserves being called "Father of Thought."
expect Roy to make good along the line of cow testing, and
not be surprised to hear of his new compound pills to make
i produce double quantities of watered milk.
"Al"
Watson, O A A; <M
Providenc
Ho Eco
Glee Club il): Assistant Class Treasurer (2) 1 3!; Commencement
Play 12).
"Does she dance?"-"ril say she does!" "Al
'
has really
intended to make studying her one aim in college, but from the
way in which she "trips the light fantastic" one would think
that the dance was her special study. However. Alma comes
through every year, and hits the high spots in all her classes,
especially English. Alma's favorite study. Next to dancing,
"Al's" favorite pastime is eating, and many's the feed hushed
and silent to fool the monitor that "Al" has made possible,
and many poor, starving co-eds have found health i
' ' '
thin. AIn
the top of Alnr t of all. through thick
:o all. and whatever
through her ability
^s=igg>aii-<r.ia!sig^i-i:5^^^^ eS?77).Sag..r:J^lglgac;^^%@
Dvider R. I.
both
He began 1
George William Wood. O X
"Woody
"
"Baldy"
'l.i. :3: 14:: Vice-President ! J (
i 4:CtecCtub '2: !i '4
"Woody came lo our midst (rom Providence, a quiet but
ake part in our college
ic and social, lie has been a
ever smce. "Baldy
"
never
mi.sscs a dance, and he. like other R. I. men. has done his best to
weaken the hearts of our fair co-eds. His ability to imitate a
canary brought him a place on the Glee Club Quartet, where he
still continues to warble "Baldy" has determined lo put in a
new sewerage and water supply system in the Ozark Mountains.
of which he has heard so much. We wish him the best of success.
EvART Yarvots. V I K New London, Conn.
"Yabvo" Electrical Engineering
Chairman Freshman Dance Committee : t :: Assistant Manager
Football (3). Manager Foolbatt :4:: Corporal {2:.
"Our Yarvo" arrived in this combination town and hamlet
just four years ago from Bulkeley I ligh .School. New London.
Since his appearance on the hill we have no need for alarm clocks.
Ile has been our faithful caller, early mornings, and also our
house electrician. Beware of this young man for he is always
thinking (of vacations). His limousine trips along the Atlantic
coasts from the Pier to New London have saved him a small
fortune. We all know his ability as an orator and manager, and
his 20th Century inventive prowess will place him among the
leaders of Tom Edison's art. He is a faithful student and of a
conscientious nature. These sterling qualities should always
aid him toward the goal of success.
ON perusing the contents of this volume, it remindedthe Editor of the many little things that have
contributed to its success. The book would be
certainly incomplete without some mention of the
willing and loyal aid that has been rendered by its
many friends both inside and outside the college.
Through the help of the student body and the
faculty, more specially along financial lines, the Grist
has been able to make its appearance again on the
Campus.
We are indebted to Mr. E. A. Tully for his fine
photographic work, and mention is also due A. Norman,
'24, for his contribution in this line.
To Baker, Jones, Hausauer, Inc., we owe in more
ways than one, the success of this volume. Their
efficient co-operation in the engraving, printing and
binding, has facilitated the work ever so much.
Space does not permit the complete enumeration
of many others who have contributed in various ways,
so to these we take this opportunity to express our
sincere appreciation.
^ ^' 1 .;:
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CLAcS.^./ 1923
ifaitnrary ^mbrr
Professor Joseph Waite Ince
(Ulaaa OPffirpra
Earle Sylvester Edwards
Ella Hulda Staff
Ruth Madeline Abbott .
Harold Earl Adams
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Wi.-.L^A!?i^.i.I.feS5,>j>a:^^
iftatnrti nf tljp CElaaa
In September. 1919. we came to Rhode Island, -a mob of grown-up high-
schoolers, one hundred and sixty strong, determined to make a name for ourselves
in college. First we dragged the Sophs through Underwood's and repeated the stunt
the next year, this time dousing the Freshies in an icy bath. Our first year we
we tied 1922 in a 0-0 football game, but as Sophs we beat the Freshmen 6-0. Our
argumentative ability showed up in the annual debating contests: we were success
ful both years. Although defeated as Freshmen, in basketball, we redeemed ourselves
the following year by nosing 1924 out of first place in the Athletic Carnival, and
coming out on top. 67'..-65. Our Freshman Informals provided the college with
good times, and our Hop. the next year proved most successful. Every year we have
done our best to support Rhode Island, contributing our share of men to the teams
and to all college activities. Now that we're Juniors we realize our responsibilities,
not only as careful guardians of 1925 but as future Seniors, worthy upholders of
the White and Blue.
wJ.-.L^Jhg;giu.l.i^S=aadM
Ruth Madeline Abbott. O .A A Providence. R. I.
"Boob" "Cow" Home Economics
Glee Club il); Class Secretary (2) (3); Basketball (2) {3). Com
mencement Play {2}; Treasurer Athletic Association (3).
Ruthie is one of the members of the famous "Barnyard
Quintet." organized last year by some lusty Sophs. Her ability
to Mool! is unquestionable as is also her ability
to giggle, especially in Art. "Boob" is a good worker and
a hard one as we all know, and enters into everything with the
spirit "Don't stop until you've conquered your end," or in other
words "Don't be a quitter!" As a maker of fudge. "Cow" has
no equal, and can she cook> Well, I guess! We all wish you
success. Ruth, and hope you'll make a practical application
of your training at R. I. State.
Harold Earl Adams, A A ^ Providence. R. I.
Mechanical Encinffrinc
Rope Pull il) {21; -Beacon" Board <h >2i (J, Associate
Board I 3 1 ; Class Football (2); Class Treasurer ( 3 1 , Secretary
Debating Society (3); Engineering Society (I) (2) (3).- *d (3).-
Glee Club 3 1. Corporal l/j. Sergeant i2) (3). Military Ball
Of c
t Harold is ther*
very well knowr
and although a member of th<
loard it cannot be said that he goes there as a reportei
owever, since he is associated with almost every othei
>n the campus, it is possible that he may receive som<
in on what his policy shall be from his "advisory com
one." Seriously though. Harold, wc like you a lot, anc
you'll succeed in your "rushing" and in everything ets
idertake. just because you're that kind, you know. Here'i
Arvid Simmons Anderson, A X A
"And 'Axe Mf
Swamscott. Ma
Class Baseball i I ) i2\; "Beacon" Board ih \ 2 \ : Student Council
{2\ l3i. Advertising Manager "Handbook" '3; .Manager Track
(3i.- President <p A (3); Grist Board t2t i3i, Mechanical
Engineering Society (/) (2) i3f.
This animal, dear reader, has a wonderful taste for birdseed.
Asasingcr heought tobeclassedwith Caruso. Asa fusser he's there
too. In fact, he holds the world's record for long distance and
intensive "muggin." Between firing and "co-eding" he knows
Davis and South from cellar to garret. As a shirt salesman he
established an enviable reputation. President of the Anderson
Walsh Co.. Limited (capital' was his title. All went well until
time for delivery of the shirts. Then Andy lost his "rep" and
had he not kept in seclusion he would have lost his life. too. "Axel"
is a student of no mean ability, and as may be seen from the above
pedigree, he is always ready to support school activities.
^^^ Siligg
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Ella Louise Bowe. ^ K
Glee Club il); Social Committee I /
Here is a bit of camouflage.
is quiet and sedate.
~
changed. Ten minut
yell up two flights of
theless. Ella
thing. She has
and annoys he
she plays, she
3 1 . Soph Hop Committee.
k at Ella and think she
hen you ki
r the class has begi
"Hey. Staf. going t
I always be depended upon for every-
acteristtc laugh which amuses her classmate;
tors. Bowe is clever. No one disputes that;
and the Class of 1923 could not get along
.bility in decoration.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Walton Booth Butterworth, P 1 h
^^^^I^^^^^^H Arkwright. R. I.
^^BB^^^^^^I ""But"' "Ike" Applied Science
^^Hfl^^^^^^^l Class Football It: :2.: Chairman Soph Hop Committee (21.
^K^^^H Rope Putt It: "Beacon"
Board ll: :2l Iji. Polygon l3i. Student
Council 1 3:.
^^^^K ^^^^H
^^^^^^ .--"^ ^^^^1 ol war-time memory andthose French madamoiselles. He
^^ '/^^i delights in hard work and always carries a heavy schedule, buthe finds time (or sports and social affairs. 1 lowever. But has^^^^^b^ A ^^^^^H become known as the seed king, for he has built up a big seed
wo'lh-while ma. no matter wha. may be his course in lite after
mm^^ he has led R. I. S. C.
Miriam Ayer Cargill, 2 K Cumberland. R. 1
"Mn
Glee Ctub ll): Scholast:
2) (3:: Associate Editor Omar
"Mim" came to Rhode lsl.
: Cargills did. and she
I do witho
; going I
, the family. Th.
Honors it) 1.2): "Beacon
ST (3); Vice-President Y. W. C.U.Ii
id State College just becausea
honors just beci
she
ake with hei
lent and :
besides, what would th<
m? She might seem qu
"line
" make everyone else q
; ever get along in the dorm
going to attend, or the "book
man with the rosy cheeks hasn't come mto
futur<^"Mim- has no definite plans; her w<
from teaching physics in Cumberland High
with long sleeves for African orphans.
'
lo
. tall, dark-hi
;w yet. As for thi
t may be
< knitting
*^J'i'Pi ^^^^j^^^^S
George Alfred Chandler. B 4. T K A
Providence. R. I.
"Jarge" Chemical Engineering
Class Baseball <l i2i. Rope Pull ih; Class Debate ih (2i;
Varsity Debate '2i. 1st Lieutenant i/i, Captain i2i; Student
Council '/' '3'; Varsity Track '^ " Cross Country \h <2i. Varsity
Football i2i {3;: Varsity Basketball (2) (3i, Scholastic Honors il);
President Athletic Association (3).
We would not have you think that George is quite as handsome
as the accompanying illustration portrays him. We believe he
bribed the photographer. George is one of those fearless. indeF>en-
dent individuals who have ideas of their own. His service as a
second looey in the A. E. F. might account for that, however.
Andrew Thomas Christensen, PIK
"Bone" "Chris"
"Beacon" Board {2i
Newport, R. I.
from Villanova in the Fall of 1920, an
engineer by choice, but a writer of letters by profession. He has
k faithfully and proves a good
scattered as they were previously.
:ous)ns" in Wyoming. Although.
"bones" considerably, he finds
nued the engineering
student, but his writings are
but are going mainly to son
as his nickname indicates,
plenty of time for sports a
in many hard afternoons o
only a colt this year hi
id othei "Chri put
the football gridiron and although
of being a regular lineman
fall. He is a great follower of all college activities and puts
appearance at all social functions. And lest we forget, he
3ves to dance, and if there is a dance within a radius of
iles we can always bank on "Chris" being present. His
ivhat bu: ihee
Harvey Vincent Coleman. PIK
Football (h; Varsity Football i2\
ow with the debon,
hills of Pawtucket
is ready smile is e-*
Pawtucket. R. I.
Applied Science
1 3 1 ; Varsity Baseball
started <
nd if he ha.ver present,
F it. Swatting the horsehide
be his strong forte, and very little gets by first when
s on the sack. He's little known to our fair co-eds
s bashful and shy. butwellask him! Not only can
hoots out of the lot, but also he clouts the well-
studies for a goal.
^^^^^^^^^
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George Dickinson, Jr., G X Providence, R. 1.
"Dick" Electrical Engineering
Manager Class Football it).
When "Dick" stepped onto the campus all he had to do was
to renew acquaintances with his many friends (rom "Tech.
When the Fresh-Soph football game was to be played. George
was the logical man to make arrangements for it. During his"
'
ous and showed up prominently in
The fair sex was to him a negative
back for his second and third years.
a big attraction in Providence which
-ends. In spite of this
lined to be an E. E.. :al li> e when the
Francis Edwar
"Douty"" "Rare
Dougherty Providence, R. I.
r" Electrical Engineering
"How many amps did you say?" 'Five." "Gee. I only got
three for my answer." and then the work of reconstruction Ijegins
for the unlucky fellow whose answer does not jibe with that of
this bright exponent of E. E. Although Francis has been a
traveler for two years and his slays here of definite length, his
knowledge of electricity and its applications has made for him a
reputation not to be denied. Quiet and reserved, studious and
willing to work is this chap who daily comes down the pike fi
Providence. Notwithstanding his aversion for the opposite
he became ensnared in the wiles of one Davis Hall
and were it not (or the aid of a few friendly hands h<
been le(t stranded on the shoals, and his Ii(e as a st
have ended then and there. He has great ambitu
E. E.. and i( his work in college along these lines i
criterion it won't be long after he graduates that 1
wiU be (umiled.
uld h^
Wi.-.L^Ag;*a:J....L.k.S5,'
Raymond Atwood Eldredge. G X Chatham. Mass
"Ray" Agriculture
Soph Hop Committee (2). Student Council (3), Polygoi
r Masonic
It took i . find
changed hir
Dne year at Valparaiso University for "Ray'
our mat ne belonged at R. 1. S. C. As a Freshman hen
a quiet and studious person, but three year
considerably. Although he is still studious
In spite of the fact that "Ray" has been a hard and faithful
worker he has found time each day to give us a little music. H
he takes as much interest in his future work as he has done in the
past, he is sure to be successful. Go to it, Raymond!
William Sutherland Fort, B 1* Woonsocket, R. I.
"Bumps" "Jubilo" "Bill" Mechanical Engineering
Class President (It; Rope Pull ih <2>; Class Baseball Ih i2\;
Class Football (/) (2); Varsity Relay Team {2i; Cross Country
I '2i; Varsity Track <2); Polygon l3i.
I Icre we have Wm. Sutherland from Primrose who specializes
in character study, from which he received the appellation of
"Bumps." "Jubilo" is somewhat of an antique collector, any
thing missing is usually found on his desk. "Bill" is slow but
by steady plodding he manages to get there.
Arthur William Ganz Provident
"Art" "Joe" Electrical Encin
President Radio Club i3>; Member Campus Club 2
Engineering Society ', 3 1 .
"Art" won his spurs when he detected the mysterioui
who nightly put Eldred I lall in darkness, and since tl
risen to President of the Radio Club. You can't hold hi
When not tapping the key he is busy with rod and line
accomplishments have earned him a rep as an authorit;
sport ice fishing being his fi
this
EncyloF>edia
is bound to
be found poring over his
some other branch of the electrical game
ke good, and his studies show the result
|p^i%<,,.^T.--rr,^^^^J^I.l..:.;s^..l^^
Timothy Edward Geary. AA * Westerly. R. I.
"Tim" "Senator" Electrical Engineering
t A I J ; Glee Club / 3 . Debating Society ( 3 1 . Sergeant ( 3 1 ,
Engineering Society l3i: Varsity Debating Team.
If there are any in this institution who do not know "Tim."
they had better make his acquaintance immediately, and so
complete their education. One of the great handicaps of the
"Senator." as he is sometimes called, is the fact that he comes
from Westerly. Also he was a day student for the first two years.
Anyone who has heard any of our "Senator's" orations has been
thrilled to the extent of becoming speechless. And this is not all.
for he is one of our rising dramatists, and it would do well for
J. M. Barrie to look him up as a leading man for his plays.
For all his fun and Charlie Chaplin appearance, his upper story
IS not a vacuum, but contains much solid matter, as he is one
of our smartest students. Here's good health and great success
to you "Tim!"
Harold Frederic Gee. B 4> Berkeley. R. I.
'Arold" Electrical Engineering
Rope Pull <h <2\; Class Debate ih i2i; Varsity Debating i2i:
Managing Editor Beacon i2\; Assistant Manager Basketball (3i;
Glee Club ih i2) i3}: Class Football ih.
This serious looking individual is our 'Arold. the man with the
deep bass voice and a wicked literary line. 'Arold should have
been a minister but after a career in France as an army field
clerk he decided to delve in the mysteries of electrical engineering.
If an incessant hummmg is heard it may be attributed to Harold
hammering on his typewriter pounding out copy for the Prov
idence Journal.
Milton Griffith Godschall, A A 'J'
Woonsocket, R. I.
Rope Pull ill i2>; Class Football (2'; Secretary-Treasurer
Engineering Society (3j.
About three years ago a quiet and unobtrusive person drifted
in here from that far-famed high school of Woonsocket. Even
yet many have not met him. He is none other than "Gotch"
himself. But "Gotch" is certainly a plugger and studies from
sunrise to sundown. Anyone who does not know him very well
would think him immune to the charms of the fairer sex. but
his closer friends know of his reputation in Woonsocket, which is
a good one, and which would certainly break down one's first
impression. However, we feel that "Gotch" will not enjoy the
new cement road as some will. We know that you will succeed.
"Gotch." because of your steadiness and stick-to-it-iveness.

l55^5ag>iai^':^=aia)g^:s^^^^^
Harold Ferdinan
Che
Provid)
Chem Society (/} (2) (3); Captain (3).
"Coke" began his career at R. I. State with the S. A. T. C.
whence he was sent to training camp and was commissioned a
2nd Lieutenant. After his discharge, college seemed the best way
to invest his bonus and back pay. so since then he has been
connected with us as a staunch member of the Chem Society.
Week-ends the Providence Gas Company uses his genius to help
solve problems of coke and gas manufacture, and during the
week, "the Army" under his instructions becomes inflated with
a gas attack and a qualitative analysis of "Squads East!"
George Pryce Kimball. 0 X
"KiP . SCIE
Clai Football ih: Varsity Track 'f': Glee Club >h
{II; f^lass track '/ . Varsity Football (2), Polygon '3l.
This bright, intelligent looking gentleman with the military
walk entered our portals in 1915. It was not long before
"Kimmie" stood in with the co-eds and accordingly received
invites to Davis. In 1917 George packed up and entered the
service under our flag. Because of his ability as a leader he rose
rapidly through the ranks, and was later commissioned captain
After being discharged. "Kimmie" decided Rhode Island State
should have a Spanish scholar and so returned in spite of the
main attraction in the Big Bean City. "Kimmie" has always
been looked up to as a man of leadership and fin
both students and faculty, and we are sure he v
I the >rld when he lei
Bolus Alexander Kulosewski. Z II A
Crompton, R. I.
"Bud
"
"Bolus" Civil Engineering
Class Football (/) (2); Band (2) i3); Rope Pull ih i2).
Bud ' the boy with all the pep. mirth, and pleasing disposition
that the rest of us lack, is well liked by all. I le is one of "Pa"
Webster's pets, and when "Pa" has no one else to joke with he
picks on "Bud." "Bud" has one great achievement, that of
making the Bay of Naples famous. He has spent the last three
summers there and from his stories he is a wild youth when away
from Kingston. He started in to be a chemist but soon found
out that he knew more than a certain chem prof, so he decided
to become a civil engineer, in which profession we know he will
Lawrence Winthrop LaBree, 0 X Providence. R. I.
"Larry" "La" Electrical Engineering
Class Football Ih (2l. Class Track '^'. Class Basketball i2^.
Manager [2i; Varsity Baseball (2\- R. I. Club i2) (3); Varsity
Football (3). Athletic Committee (2); Glee Club (/) (2) (3), Quartette
(2) (3); Grist Board 13).
Not desiring to enter the cruet world after leaving Tech.
"Larry
"
wandered to R. I. for a four years' vacation. We soon
found, however, that "La" was an athlete and he has made good
on both class and varsity teams. "Doc
"
Jordan discovered that
"Larry" was the owner of a fine baritone voice, so he was imme-
:ely signed up for the Glee Club. Needless to say. he has
"Larry's" favorite cours4
he is now collecting ma
Long is a Short Circuit?
a success of anything he
both the club and thi
re mechanics, thermo, and E. E.
: book entitled.
"Larry" will r
i college.
; tha
Henry Lafleur
Agr
>rld fai"Leona" left Warren in 1918 to join that worl mous organ
ization, the S. A. T. C. and the hope of the world. The Kaiser
soon resigned, so "Leona" was free to pursue his studies in the
applied science course. It is rumored that "Leona" originated
the commands "Squads East, etc." After wasting considerable
time in the applied science course he decided that he could better
serve his country by instructing "Young America" in the
mysteries of the soil and pasture. "Down-the-line" don't you
believe it. Not much! Not even the co-eds had any attention
from this modest youth, although many have cast wistful eyes
on him. "Leo
"
never tells who She is. Perhaps the "Warren
Gazette" will tell us some day. If our "Leo" fails at everything
else he will make a success at interpretive dancing.
Kingston. R
loME Economic
Mary Belding Leighton. Zi! K
Commencement Play (2).
Mary came to us from Dean Academy three years ago. Shi
a quiet little girl, but her merry giggle shows us that she
appreciating the joys of life. This young lady is a willing wor
and always is ready to lend a hand at whatever task cor
along. Mary lives just off the campu and we have enjo
many pleasant parties at her home. She ure knows how to m
very efficient as her taste runs along the artistic line. Good 1
to you, Mary, you will get there even though you are qu
^^^^^sia^N^^fiig^s
% ^^^^^^^^^
Helen Frances Lewis, OAA Pawtucket. R. L
Home EIconomics
Glee Club (/); Commencement Play (2).
"Music hath charms" especially when played by our Helen
If, by any chance, this should fail there would be no cause t<
worry, because Helen has found the road to more than on<
heart with her excellent cooking. She made her fine "rep" ii
the math class. Freshman year, and has lived up to it ever sine*
then. Bul not all her time goes to studies. She never forgets thi
date of a social function, as her Memory Book proves. Wher
she reads her lines in the Commencement Play, chronic grouches
have to smile. We know that whatever you set out to do. Helen
11 be a success.
Emily Madeline Martin Newport, R. I
"Em" Home Economics
Glee Club il); V. ^. C U.. Treasurer i2); Class Basketball 2^
Commencement Play I2'k Scholastic Honors {2>; Assistant Ti
Class I3>; Y. W. C. U. President '3k
'Achpitoo!'" This is Emily, who. three years
chickens and turkeys and rabbits back home in Mic
set out. all excited, for Kingston and her Alma Mater
Maybe you think she"s quiet, studious, retiring, mai
At any rate. she"s a home economist in earnest. Look
notebooks, her cards -Botany 111 cards. Food cards. D
cards. House Planning cards. Oh. hum! Well, there's me
her madness! She's wearing a ring on her left hand and ^
trust that before long she'll be putting all thjs valuable knc
to practical use. We wish you happiness. "Em." we like hi
"Ma
Matteson, () X
e" "Kid Corona"
Anthony. R. L
who's scholarly looking chap from Anthony!
mbitions seemed a vague hope, so "Mattie "
ome a naturalist using the applied science course
ile canoeing, fishing, camping and other outdoor
>wn to all on the campus sh! -occupied the rest
"Tumping" the Corona was his daily exercise.
oncentrated study. However, our hero
Jlege life goes, being needed in business
th the firm of Matteson and Matteson back home. May the
prosper !
of his
making it possible fi

Joseph DomnickMcLaughlin. O X Providence. R. \.
"Mac" "Domy" "Happy" "Joe" Mechanical Engineering
Class Baseball i2); Class Basketball it); Rope Pull (2); Assistant
Manager Football i 2).
Who doesn't know 'Mac "> Why. he's that distinctive looking
[person over there, pulling away on well he knows, we don't -
but he says that they're the very best for less than a nickel.
"Mac" hails from Providence, and if family heredity doesn't
lose Its hold on the State I louse, you're going to see his name on
the honor roll of politicians sometime in the near future. "Happy"
claims to be the only successful heartbreaker in college, having
a tally of twenty to his credit. He's full of pep, and as a jazz
king he holds the only crown. "Mac" is an engineer, and during
a rock-pulling contest held on Theta Chi lawn last spring showed
unrealized judgment in claiming that "as an engineer he pre
ferred burying what might otherwise occupy unnecessary space
above ground." His basis for this reason was that "energy not
expended is energy saved." "Mac's ability in thermo leads us
to believe that his success will be based on installing a heating
apparatus capable of extracting heat units from a cake of "Ice."
Harry Richard Michie. ^ .\ ^ Providence, R. \.
"Mich
"
"Harry"' Applied Science
Glee Club Ih; Rope Pull (2). Class Baseball (2i. Corporal l2>.
"Time to drag out, Harry. Get up!" "Harry" smiles his thanks
from beneath the sheets and gets up -a couple of hours later.
1 lowever. when he arrives at the chem lab he shows activity that
makes old Oj look like a cripple. During summer vacations.
"Harry" gropes for practical experience in the Providence Gas
Works as test tube washer, first class. In spite of his comely
appearance he is not a fusser. although we suspect that his fre
quent walks to Tower I (ill are for a purpose. "Mich" possesses
a cheery smile and a happy disposition, with these assets he
should make friends wherever he goes.
Varsity Football 1 1 1
This energetic youti
Zip" is r
Churchill Herbert Mowry Providence, R. I.
Zip Electrical Engineering
er a sojourn in the A. E. F.
srsistent. for in spite of all
th us. It is said that "Zip"
of Liberty when he landed
/er since. "Gosh ding it!"
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John Salzillo Providence. R. I.
"Sal" "Dundee" Mechanical Engineering
Corporal 1 3).
Never was there a more loyal son of Italy attending our
college than the bright, ever-smiling day student "Johnnie
Dundee." As may be surmised from his nickname. "Johnnie"
has acquired a "keen" reputation for his expert i?i knowledge
of pugilism. Truly "Johnnie Dundee' never lost a fight yet that
his protege, our own "Sal" ever claimed as a defeat. And as a
dispenser of the "oil" "Sal" is nonpareil. He intends to follow
that old but useful advice "Go West, young man. go West!" that
I^orace Greeley advocated. Let us hope that "Sal" will find in
the far West, among the "broncho busters." his life's success.
James Gammon Shaw, P I K East Providence. R. \.
Class Track (f^ 12); Class Football I 2 ; " Beacon Board \ I
Here we have the true Aggie, and "proud of it" says "Jim."
"Jim" is a loyal supporter of his Alma Mater in athletics and
society. That twinkle in his eye and that instantaneous change
of expression have made him famous and popular on the campus.
especially with the ladies, but the ladies are not worrying "Jim"
very much, for his ambition is to own and operate several
greenhouses. Whatever he may undertake he will make success-
ful by that conscientious, persevering spirit which puts his
Elizabeth Edson Shedd. ;S K, 4> A
East Providence. R. \.
"Sheddie" "Ma" "Li'l Liza" "Red" Home Economics
Glee Club il): Class Basketball [2i (3i; Commencement Play (2).
"P-e-ep!" Here comes "Sheddie" "We can dance till twelve
o'clock! Isn't that wonderful>" "Li'l Liza" was once the
"noisiest girl in Davis" she was a Freshman then. Now
burdened with the upbringing of all the Angel family. "Ma"
finds time for only an occasional squeak. She's a carefree young
lady never worries, and why should she? She always has a good
time wherever she goes. And her appetite oh. she tikes to eat!
"Miss Shedd. would you like some more cornflakes?
"
"Yes.
please, just a few." Don't mind us "Sheddie," we don't mean it.
a^i'^'k^^:^^'^->fcg5^T^j
Raymond Earle Siegel. A X A Arlington, R. L
"Rame" "Wop" "Ray" Agriculture
Class Football <h ( 2 . Class Bas \e ball i / i . Rope Pull ( 2 v Soph
Hop Committee (2 , R. /. Club \2) (3i. Aggie Ball Committee '2
(3).- Manager of Track ^2\: Polygon 13]; Aggie Club ll) i2) [3\;
Manager R. I. Interscholastic Track Meet (3l; Junior Prom
Committee (3i; Business Manager Grist i3i.
After winning the war, this exponent of modem haberdashery
dropped off the Pier Sjiecial and upon ascending Kingston I lill
was duly sworn into Aggiedom by Prof. Adams. He immediately
proceeded to make himself popular by absenting himself from
all parts of our "co-edery." and later by joining the Golf Club.
He has been known to go "down-the-line" quite frequently, and
for this reason he was made a charter member of A T .\. A hearty
cackle, a wicked line, and a pair of black riding boots are his big
Francis Rowland Farr Smith Providence. R. I.
"Archie" Electrical Engineering
Campus Club; Varsity Debating Team (3).
"Oh. he's alright, but kinda quiet. Not much of a mixer, I
guess." This is the type that Smith appeared to be when he came
here from Tech in 1919. During his Freshman year he kept his
mouth shut, obeyed the Freshman rules, and lipj>ed his hat to
the Seniors. In his Sophomore year he was mentioned in the
Beacon as having made the Soph debating team and also as
having been elected as President of the Campus Club. In
cidentally, he joined Professor Keaney 's physical culture class.
physical exercise requires scoffins and plenty of
bo "Archie" remedied the situation by going to visit
i-the-line" every Sunday. Not that his vi
'
' ' '
i been stated that the siren's call caused
the lid to be clamped down on the physics and calculus books
as many as five nights in succession. At the beginning of his
Junior year, Smith decided what with the hardships of the four-
mile hike to Wakefield, and the East Hall fare, that he
be better off married. Of course, when we heard this w
of the profs dolefully shook their heads
and said "it can't be done," Most of us agreed with them and
thought he was a fool. However. Smith keeps on being "alright.
not much of a mixer and kinda quiet."
Arthur Crawford Sprague. A A ^
Block Island. R
Engineering Society (3); Varsity Debating Team i3l.
Gaze, ladies and gentlemen, on the
"the man without a country." "Art"
island of Block Island, where all is bliss and happiness
police force works on holidays and Sundays during the :
He never goes "down-the-line" or visits Davis I lall. and altho
he is seen at the library once in a while of an evening, he usu
leaves after finding material for a speech for "Turkeyne<
Block Island will have the best railroad of _
world when "Art" returns with his sheepskin and his exper,
gained in the construction of theChickenvi"'

^^^^^^>?^^^S)(8ig::S
Caroline Frances Tabor
^'..L<^g>J^>a:^...L.fcggaa:^^
o<
Student Council I
Basketball ( 3 1
In spite of rating ho
Jamestown
Home Ecoi
Glee Club Ih; Scholastic Honor:
miy thing
thinks about. She qualifies as a good sport, a good d,
above all a true and loyal friend. We think her
teach, but that remains to be seen. We have an idea thi
be occupying a bungalow for two before she has a ch
"show oif" much in that line. If you don't believe it. just
those eyes ! !
Louis Francis Vient Providence. R. I.
"Louie" Electrical Engineering
Glee Club 1 1).
After Uncle Sam let him loose from the army. "I.x>uie" stopped
ofl^ in Kingston to take up the line that made Steinmetz famous.
Louis has lead a varied life since his arrival here, having had
several attacks of "day student fever." Believing that he needs
practical work as well as theory in his education. '"Louie" is
liroadening out his mind by doing all the college electrical work
especially in Davis and Magnolia. In this role of electrician.
Louis achieves greatest popularity, and never do the magic
words Davis, or Magnolia fail to bring him assistants in throngs.
"Louie" has another year left on the Hill, but we know he will
make good here and in after life and will always be a loyal son of
R. i. State.
Fall River. MaPhilip Leo Walsh, A X A
"Pat"
C/as5 Football ih; Class Basketball ih (2l. Captain Class
Basketball i/.. Class Baseball i/i. Football Squad \2i: Basketball
'* ' ' t Manager Baseball I 3 i .
"Pat." arrived in Kingston in
e "Fall Reeve special" and has been raving
-that is. about Fall River. He started off
nth a bang and knocked everything cold until on a football trip
o Maine, one of the wild, wild women from N. H. picked him up
nd started him on the downward path. "Pat" then experi-
d on studying for finals in his Sophomore year, and found.
to his satisfaction, that he could "hold" more under the
,ith the birdies or m a canoe on Thirty Acre. In his Junior
year another one of our co-eds tumbled when she saw him in a
basketball suit. He is one of our promising athletes, being a good
football man and rather clever at shooting baskets. I le has also
tried his luck as a shirt salesman, in which capacity he
successful hooking about every gent in the college for at lea
'^^hiii^^^^^m^^^sssk
Harold Colville Warden Adamsville. R. \.
Mechanical Engineering
Class Track (!) (2); Varsity Track U).
Sh! Don't tell anyone, but Harold was once a shorthorn. He
nted to be a oldie
, Harold (
happier than when he
telling of his stirring experiences as an artillerym;
Being monitor of East Hall dormitory he is mons
surveys, but he certainly has a tough job of it.
nd after helping
: back to us as
Frank Raymond Witham. AXA
West Barrington. R. I
"Spud" "Stubbie" "Wop" "Potato" Agriculture
Rope Pull i/i; "fieacon" Board i/i i2! (3). Managing Edi
I 3 . Class Football 'I < '2 . Grist Board l J . . Student Council I 3
Assistanl Manager Basketball l3l. Aggie Club (I) (2) (3); Via
President Lecture Association (3i; Sergeant l3i.
This boy from "Clam City" in all his glory landed in Kingsl
in 1919. soon finding out how high a Freshman rated
parts. It was not long, however, before "Spud" gained a
by his "All-American" smile and good humor. A strong supportei
of that famous Aggie course we find him to be. although studi
do not bother him. Possibly it is due to the weakness he ha
the associations with the fair sex, for in checking up on his ac
we find that there are not many he hasn't been out with. Ni
theless. we know the "Wop's" enthusiasm for agriculture.
trust that he will not let his weak point overpower him b
he reaches the road to success.
William Havens Wood
Agr
Class Track (t): Varsity Relay Team [h.
"Bill" originally entered with the Class of '19. but left school
to attend the officers training camp at Plattsburg. Ejilisting in
May. 1917, he took part in many of the principal battles on tbe
American sector. Returning to school in 1920, "Bill" has been a
silent admirer of the fair sex. and rumors say he cuts quite a
figure at the Saturday night socials "down Slocums." Soils and
fertilizers attract "Bill's" attention, and we may expect him to
use this knowledge in Slocums where he is an influential citizen.
OPIHl
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MnnDrary iHrmbrr
Dr. Paul Burgess
William J. Connor
Esther E. Fort
Dorothy Cummings
Norman Bergstrom
(Elaas (ifiirrra
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g'opljnmnrpa
Eleanor Austin Allen. 2 K
Hiram William Barber. Jr.
Carl Bateman ...
William Mitchell Hawkins Beck, Jr., A A ^
Harlan George Bemis
William Leonard Harrison Bennett, A A *
Norman Alfred Bergstrom. B t>
Raymond Norman Birkedal
Charles Brady. 9 X
Frederick Alvin Briggs
William Horace Brown. P I K
Flossie Eliza Buxton
Harry Clayton Chandler. B *t>
Matthew Chappell
Everrett Spencer Child
Andrew Thomas Joseph Christenson. P I K
Fred Norcross Clarke. B *
Luke Clarke
William Joseph Connor. A A ^'
George Henry Cressy, Z n A
John Edward Crimmins. Jr. .
Dorothy Cummings, O .\ A
Anna Clare Dowling. i) K
Howard Martin Dowling, 9 X
Helen Charlotte Drew
Leonard Knight Ellsworth. Z II A
Ehler John Ernst. Jr.
Esther Evelyn Fort, X K
Benjamin Tyler Gallup
Henry Stillman Gates . .
Charles Leonard Gledhill, AXA
Walter Copping Greene. Jr.. A X A
Edgewood
Westerly
Manvil le
Everett, Mass.
Riverside
Providence
East Greenwich
Pawtucket
Auburn
East Greenwich
Newport
Pascoag
Providence
Westerly
Barrington
Newport
Edgewood
Arctic
Providence
Providence
Brockton. Mass.
Providence
Providence
Providence
Phenix
Edgewood
Providence
North Smithfield
Centerville
Narragansett Pier
Conimicut
Providence
169]
Grace Elizabeth Harribine, OAA
Margaret Arleen Hartwell. X K
George Stevenson Haslam. B 4
Leonard Briggs Hathaway
Alfred Milton Hill, B X
Ralph Pringle Hill. P T K
Clarence Ambrose Horton. O X
Roy William Howard. A A *
Clarence Edward Johnson. B *
Joseph Ignatius Kenny. B <I>
Harold Ferdinand Kern
Thomas Joseph Kirby, P I K
Howard Evans Knott
Dorothy Clarke Knowles, O A A
Wharton Webster Kresge, A A ^I'
Farrar Loomis Lamprey
Thomas Alfred Laycock, B *
Ruth Althea Leathers .
Thomas Augustine Ledgwidge, A A
Henry Raymond Little
Walter Bradford Little
Thomas Francis McGill. Jr.
Lelia Elizabeth McGrath. ^ K
Thomas Maliff, A X .\
Francis Raymond Martin, O X
George Alexander Matheson
Ray Carrol Matteson, O X .
Harry Richard Michie, A A *
Carl Arthur Nordquist. A A 'J'
Aaron Norman. B N K .
Morris Norman. B N E
Charles Stewart North
Ella Leona Remembrance Peckham.
Gladys Jasimine Louise Peckham, 2)
Providence
Littleton. Mass.
Palmerton, Pa.
Woonsocket
Bristol
Newport
Providence
Providence
East Greenwich
Providence
Providence
, Pascoag
Providence
West Kingston
Palmerton. Pa.
Eden Park
Edgewood
Oaklawn
Westerly
Providence
Providence
Woonsocket
Valley Falls
North Easton. Mass.
Brockton. Mass.
, Bristol
Anthony
Providence
Providence
Providence
Woonsocket
Newport
Newport
Newport
I5g^as)iaig^^::s=:aiaig=^ 1^^^:-'-=i^ZC3c^^i
Pauline Francis Perry .
Ernest Franklin Post .
William Mitchell Reid, 0 X
Joseph Clifton Ricketts
Homer Roland Rocheleau. A A ^I'
Vincent James Roddy, A A 'I'
Irving Carl Romer
Amos Farnsworth Rowell. Z W
Arthur Joseph Schaller
William Osborne Schattle, Z 11 A
William Riley Shea, A A ^'
Maitland Pierce Simmons, Z n A
Alice Teele Sisson
Thomas William Smith, 9 X .
William Frank Smith
John Horsewall Spoooner, B i
Arthur Crawford Sprague, A A 'I'
Milton Phillips Steere, 9 X
John Vogler Tower, A X A .
Wendell Roscoe Turner, A X A
James Collier Tweedell, A X A
Harold Colville Warden
Katie Bowen Whaley. 0 A A
Stephen Duncan Wheeler, A X A
Nelson Church White .
Oliver Jackson Worthington. Z II A
Providence
Mystic, Conn.
Mapleville
Lakewood
Woonsocket
Providence
Providence
Groveland. Mass.
Providence
Providence
North Attleboro
Edgewood
Little Compton
Three Rivers. Mass.
Cranston
Newport
Block Island
Chepachet
Meshanticut
Riverside
Providence
Adamsville
Wakefield
Pawtuxet
Cranston
Providence

^linnnrari) jBrmbrr
Dr, Harold Browning
(Elass (gfiirrrfi
Richard Cavanaugh President
Helen Burdick Vicc-President
Louise Vaughn Secretary
Emerson Tower Treasurer
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Harry Birger Abramson
Hugh Allen. A X .\
Everiste Albert Arnold
Everett Perry Arnold .
Walter Condliff Atkinson
Rupert Harrison Austin, 9 X
Morris Barasch. B N F.
Frank Ariel Barnes
Leila Rhena Berry
Milton Harris Bidwell
Ronald Allan Bowden .
Louis Hill Bowmar, A A 4*
James Henry Briggs, Jr.
Donald Burch Brown
William LeRoy Buckley
Evelyn Augusta Burdick, 1
Helen Shaw Burdick, - K
Leslie Grant Burlingame
Richard William Cavanaugh
Nathan Harwood Chase. 9 X
Roland Henry Chatterton. B *
Stella Cohen
David Harold Colitz
Helen Benedict Connly, 2 K
John Shaw Coolidge
Edward Joseph Cooney
Marian Matilda Crankshaw
George A. Cruckshank, B 4>
Francis Graham Cunningham, 6 X
William Arthur Curtis, Z 11 A
Doris Bertha Cuthbertson
Francis Clarence Daley, Z II A
Thomas Harold Day
174]
Rose Margaret Duggan. O A A
Herbert Nichols Durfee, Z 11 A
Jesse Howard Ferguson
Ambrose Steven Flaherty, A A 4-
Oscar Augustus Forrow, Z 11 A
George Thomas Gaddes, Jr.. B 4
Ruth Erdene Gage 2 K
James Ejx:ar Gammons .
Albert Myron Gates
Warre Belcher Gilkey, V I K
Manuel Gluckman. B N K
Norman Belcher Grant
Delphis Victor Guillemette, 4" K
Emery Howard Hall. B *
Frances Mary Halloran. OAA
Mary Hoxsie Hanson. 0 A A
James Hazen Hardy, Jr.. 9 X
Harlod Carlos Heath
Ruel David Henius
Martin Purtill Hogan. Jr. .
Raymond Dennis Holmes. A X A
Dorothy Hopkins. OAA
Clyde Spencer Howard
Albert Alexander Howarth
William Howarth
Ej^rle Dramer Johnson
Milton Goff Joyce, A X A
Carnig Peter Kachidcorian .
Jacob Isaac Kaufman, B N E
Gordon Webster Keegan, P I K
William Kennedy .
Galen Robinson Kinney, 9 X
Marion Laura Kirby, OAA.
Joseph Mark Lamb. B 4
Louisa Briggs Latham, i; K .
Leonard Dana Lawrence. B *
William Henry Leslie. Jr.. 9 X
Henry Carl Levinson. X II .\
William Frederic Lucker. Z II .\
Helen Josephine McCarthy
William Victor McKechnie
EvoLYN Celine McKenna
Henry Havelock Macintosh
Albert Edward Makin, P I K
Dorothy Mildred Markham, 2 K
Omer Anthony Maynard
Morris Marks, B X E
Arthur Baxter Miller
Florence Ada Mooney. i K
Edith Moskovich
Alfred Gilbert Mycock. Z II A
Stacy Waterman Nichols
Warren Dawley Nichols
Raymond Capwell Northrup, 9 X
Marshal Hudson Nye. 6 X
George Arthur Paine
Frederick Nelson Palmer, P I K
Eric Maynard Paquin
Walter Franklin Pearson, A X A
Mason Johnnot Peck
Frank Howarth Pickles. .\ X A
Hartwell Gordon Pilkington
Joseph William Pinto, Jr.
Arthur William Raybold. S X
Edward Joseph Reilly ,
Benjamin Reitman. B N K
Samuel Rodman Robinson, Jr.. P
John Rolli
Centredale
East Greenwich
Wakefield
Pontiac
Stonington. Conn.
Brockton. Mass.
Pawtucket
East Providence
Providence
Providence
Providence
Providence
Warren
Woonsocket
Providence
Newport
Fall River, Mass.
Cranston
. Slocums
Anthony
Providence
Providence
Bristol
Riverside
Lynnfield Center, Mass.
Providence
Ashton
Providence
Newport
Providence
Woonsocket
Provide
Wakefield
Wakefield
^^^^^
Arthur Zelig Rubin
Erland Lambert S
Theobald Hermann Schoeller
Harry Raymond Seaman, O X
Ralph Sprague Shaw. A X A
Walter Joseph Shea. A A * .
Frank James Shields. PIK.
Reginald Hoit Simpson. P I K
Rollo Hale Sisson, PIK
Earl Sidney Siswick, P I K
Edward Albert Smith
Norman Wade Smith, 0 X
Willis James Snow, A A ^I*
George Edward Spargo
Frederic Davis Stevens
Abraham Joseph Strauss. B N K
Raymond Sampson Sutcliffe, 9 X
Vera Isabel Swan, 2 K
William Edwin Taylor .
John Gardner Thatcher
Louis Edward Tilley, Jr., B 'P
Virgil Wentworth Tobey, P 1 K
Emerson Tower, A X A
Frank Milton Trammell. B N E
Theodore Ralph Tribolet, P I K
Raymond Woodruff Turner .
Ruth Buffington Turner, 1' K
Mercy Louise Vaughn. 2 K
Irvin Eldin Walling
Arthur Merrell Watson
Lawrence Russell Westin, 9 X
Kenneth Young Whipple
Doris Ethel Williams. 0 A A
Burton Staples Woodward, A A ^I'
James Attmore Wright. Jr.. 9 X
William Zawatsky. B N E
Revere, Mass.
Seekonk. Mass.
Woonsocket
Brockton. Mass.
Lonsdale
Olneyville
. Pascoag
Belmont, Mass.
East Providence
Hope Valley
Nayatt
Providence
V London, Conn,
Westerly
Cranston
Providence
Little Compton
Providence
Providence
Brookline, Mass.
Newport
Everett. Mass.
Meshanticut
Providence
Kingston
Brockton, Mass.
Providence
Providence
Providence
Newport
Providence
Auburn
Edgewood
Woonsocket
Wakefield
Provide
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Raymond Thaver Alley Providence
Elmer Devergne Barber Fort Adams
Peter Beingan Newport
Waterman Farnum Brown Lonsdale
John Joseph Callanan . Kingston
Sydney Isaac Doyle Providence
Anthony Joseph Gibbons Manville
Henry Holmes West Kingston
Edward Francis Hvland Providence
John Raymond Mahoney Providence
Jeremiah Arthur Murphy Fall River. Mass.
Eugene Odette Central Falls
Jeremiah Joseph O'Neill Kingston
Revel Washington Prescott Providence
Ernest Leslie Smith Woonsocket
Fred Wakefield Olneyville
Harold Wilson Yeaw North Scituate
3rrpgulara
Edna Antoinette Berkander
Ethel Gardiner Birch .
Sarah Louise Butler
Henry Jay Dunleavy
Stephen Clarke Espie .
William Ingersall Fletcher
Richard Webster Littlefield
Gertrude Francis Murray
James Francis O'Rourke
Helen Adeline Stedman
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Providence
Kingston
Kingston
Boston. Mass.
Kingston
Lakewood
Natick
Providence
Providence
Wakefield
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was beaten by University of Maine, Massachusetts Aggies, and Connecticut Aggies
the previous year. The 1 920 team was at least able to get a tie score with each of
these three.
In basketball we were severely handicapped by the loss by graduation of four
of the preceding year's quintet. By hard and consistent work, the coach was able
to develop a squad of basket -tossers that made the 1920-1921 season one long to
be remembered in the Annals of Rhode Island basketball. In 1919 we won two
games out of a possible nine- in 1920 we brought home the bacon eight out of
fourteen times. The outstanding features of the season were the double victories
over Connecticut and the Harvard victory at Cambridge,
The baseball season dawned and found us with six men from the 1920 team
together with considerable green and inexperienced material. The schedule
arranged was admitted to be the toughest ever laid out before a Rhode Island
State ball team. It included such teams as Holy Cross, Boston College University
of Pittsburgh, and Brown. It also called for a series of seven games in eight days.
We scored over Colby. Connecticut, University of Maine, and Northeastern,
but lost the other six games which were played. Inclement weather caused the
postponement of three games which looked like certain victories.
In track, however, the biggest advance was made. The team was increased
in size from a mere handful of men to an all-around squad of twenty-five or more.
The Boston College harriers were the first to bow before our men in a five-mile
grind o'er hill and dale.
Massachusetts Aggies were beaten by a margin of ten points in a dual meet,
and two weeks after, Connecticut was defeated by 88 points.
The 1920-1921 season has been significant also, in that it has brought us
practically complete victory in four branches of sports over our keen rivals from
Storrs. An 0-0 contest in footba iole obstacle in the path of this complete
victory.
' - r-
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In voicing our appreciation of the excellent results produced by the coach, we
V that we are expressing the whole-hearted sentiments of every undergraduate
le institution.
He has inspi
keener appreciatii
all who have '
know
at th
red in us a deeper sense ot responsibiut
tion of hard, clean playing, and has gained
>rked for and with hi-
f li y toward our teams, a
the respect and love ol
Irarrra of thr K J.
Grant H. Potter.-22
George P. Kimball, *23
Charles H. Gardner. '22
Harold E. Whittaker, '22
Raymond E. Farnham. '22
Frederick J. Flynn. '22
Evarts Yarvots,'22
Roy Perry, 73
Bernard A. Connolly. '2 1
Frank H. Totman. '22
Lawrence W. Labree.'23
EsKiL C. Johnson, '23
Will
ifimlball
George A. Chandler. '23
Harry V. Coleman. '23
William J. Connors, '24
Thomas J. Kirby, '24
George S. Haslam, '24
William M. H. Beck, Jr.
Reginald Simpson. '25
Warren Gilkey, '25
Nathan Chase, '25
Virgil Tobey, '25
Richard Cavanaugh, '25
Norman Smith, '25
Kennedy. '25
^taarball
Richard Casey,'22 Harry V. Coleman, '2:
Earl S. Edwards, '23 Eskil C. Johnson, '23
Richard Lucey, '22 Lawrence W, Labree
Frederick A. Turner, Jr. .'22 Thomas W. Smith, '24
Harold E. Whitaker. *22
Saskrtbail
Richard A. Lucey. '22
James H. Holden. '22
Thomas Maliff.'24
George A. Chandler. '23
Theodore R. Tribolet. '25
George S. Haslam, '24
Raymond A. Hud50n'23
Ralph P. Hill,'24
Srark
Frank H. Totman. *22 William S. Fort.'23
Raymond A. Hudson. "23 George P. Kimball.'23
George A. Chandler. '23 John V. Towers,'24
Raymond E. Seigal,'23 George S. Haslam,'24
William J. Connors.'24 Earnest Smith.'25
Roy Perry.-23 Abner Bailey,'23
Charl ES North. '24
S'tares
1920
Rhode Isiand 0Brown 25
Rhode Isiand 0Wesleyan 20
Rhode Island 7Maine 7
Rhode Island 0Boston University 7
Rhode Island 7Union 7
Rhode Island 7M. A. C. 7
Rhode Island 0Worcester Tech 7
Rhode Island 0Conn. 0
1921
Rhode Island 0 Brown 6
Rhode Island 0Bowdoin 9
Rhode Island 3 Maine 7
Rhode Island 27Worcester Tech 0
Rhode Island 0 Boston University 14
Rhode Island 7M. A. C. 2
Rhode Island vs. Bates (Snow)
Rhode Island 27 Conn. 21
1VARSITY SQUAD. 1920 SI.ASON
VARSITY SQUAD. 1921 SEASON
^SliS
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The beginning of the 1920
football season found Capt. East
wood and Coach Keaney early
on the job, waiting for the arrival
of football candidates. The men
had been requested to report for
practice a week before the open
ing of college, and by the middle
of the first week a fair-sized squad
1920 : 1921
ek. practi<
was on hand, sweating and toiling
under the rays of a mid-Septem
ber sun. The influence of the new
coach began to take affect at once, and by the first of the following ^^
was well under way with the prospects of a fairly good team in sight.
Six letter-men from the 1919 team were found to be in college, namely. Capt.
Eastwood, Potter, Gardner, Mowry, Turner, and Farnham, the latter being inel
igible for this year's team. Johnson and Labree, both members of the 1919 squad.
reported soon after the start of the season.
The effect of the new coaching system became noticeable almost immediately.
and a bright future was predicted for the team. Coach Keaney had as his assist
ants Profs. Tyler and Keagan, and these three coaches drove the men night after
night until they were whipped mto some sort of shape for the coming encounter
with Brown. The line charged low and hard, and the backs appeared to be both
speedy and elusive, al though the teams seemed to lack scoring power, as was evi
denced in the daily encounters between the first and second teams.
The first game was the annual game with Brown at Andrews Field and resulted
in a 25-0 defeat for Rhode Island. The heavy Brown team showed a greater scoring
combination, although our line presented a stiff defense. The game with Wesleyan
showed practically the same results. Although putting up a game fight, our team
lacked the power to score, while the speedy Wesleyan team succeeded in putting
across the touchdowns.
The next week the team journeyed to Maine and battled the heavy Maine
team to a 7-7 tie. The Rhode Island boys missed several good chances to score,
although they outplayed the Maine boys in every department of the game. Boston
University was too much for the home team the following week, and they emerged
from the fray with one touchdown to the good.
The game with Union at Schenectady resulted in another 7-7 tie, although
the belief is still held by many that Rhode Island should have won, if the officials
had been competent. The following week, Rhode Island played another 7-7 tie
game; this time with the heavy M. A. C. team which was reputed to be far superior
to our team. Great credit, therefore, is due the light Rhode Island team, which
succeeded in nearly defeating the strong Aggie combination.
(^^^aS3'?v:^^(S)e=s
Worcester Tech defeated us 7-0 on the home field in a hard-fought game, and
the following week found the team up against Connecticut at Storrs. This proved
to be the hardest fought game of the season and ended in a scoreless tie. Four tie
games were played during the
1921
Ne before in the annals of Rhode Island football has there been a more
icason than the season of 1 92 1 . For the first time in four long years, the
team succeeded in putting across a victory. Much of the credit is due Coach Keaney
for his untiring efforts in behalf of football at Rhode Island, for he has developed
a machine which was difficult to defeat and to even s
posed by Manager Yarvots was one of the finest c
team.
The first practice of the season was held two w
college year, and a squad of about thirty appeared
drill. About fifteen more men reported after the
Ten letter-men reported for early practice, and with
the Freshman Class, the outlook for a successful
>re upon. The schedule com-
r played by a Rhode Island
ks before the opening of the
1 "togs" for the preliminary
s fairly under way.
/ealth of material among
appeared very promising
indeed. The addition of Kennedy, an end, and Tobey, a pivot man from Everett,
greatly strengthened the team. Simpson and Gilkey, former Somerville High stars,
soon showed signs of great football ability that assured them a varsity berth. The
former proved to be one of the speediest and hardest hitting backs ever developed
at Rhode Island, while the latter showed his mettle both in the backfield and on the
line.
A great many shifts took place in the line this year. Capt. Potter was moved
from center to guard, to strengthen the guard position, while Tobey was placed in
the center position. Connors fitted nicely into one of the tackle positions, while
Perry retained his position of the past season at the other tackle. Several new men
were tried out at the vacant guard position, but Flynn seemed to work in better
than his competitors, and he finished the season at guard. Gardner, a veteran of
i kept in the backfield all season while Kirby, a backfield
as tried out at end. Totman was also kept at end for the
two years exf>erience.
man of the past :
greater part of the
The season opened against the Sub-Base at Ne
met one of the hardest fighting elevens in the East.
them to the close score of 13-0. Three full elevens w.
college game was played with Brown at Providen<
V London, and here the team
The team did well in holding
re used in the game. The first
e. and this year the scrappy
Rhode Island team nearly
ing it for years. Our team
6-0 against us. is no indica
Two Maine trips follt
the hands of Bowdoin. anc
ded in chasing away the jinx which has been follow-
sily outplayed the Brown aggregation, and the score,
a of the relative strength of the two teams.
:d a week apart and resulted in two defeats. 9-0 at
I the Ui ty of Ma Failun to push the
[851
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Two home games wound up the
scrappiest battle of the season and it
Island managed to emerge the
runs, and daring passes, and the fi:
uled with Bates was called off
the game was to be played.
The season was brought to a close with the 27-21
ticut State. At no time during the entire game
The team from M. A. C. put up the
ly by fighting every minute that Rhode
ctor. The battle wa
are stood 7-2 i
t of a heavy s
i brimfulof thrills, spectacula
ctory (
as the
The game s
'n in Maine
:hed-
rhere
r our old rivals.
ult certain, and
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SaHkrtball. 1919-'2n
Soon after the close of the football season in No
vember. 1919. Coach Murray issued a call for basket
ball candidates, and an unusually large squad repwrted
for practice the first two or three nights. One by one the
candidates dropped out, and after the first week there
were just about enough men remaining to make up two
teams for the daily scrimmage between the varsity and
second teams. Six veterans of the previous year's team
reported, and with these men and a few promising
Freshmen, Coach Murray set out to build up a team.
The men from the previous year's squad were, Capt.
Malloy. Murphy. Lucey. Antulonus, Holden. and Beas
ley. Hudson and Dunn speedily proved themselves
.MANAGER INGRAHAM of varsity calibre and were soon playing at the two
I92I-22 SEASON forward positions. Rudie Kohlberg. who was on the
squad two years ago, reported early and showed prom
ise of making good.
The team lined up against Newport Y. M. C. A. in the first game of the season
and defeated them 24-18. The next week the team journeyed to Providence and
lost to the fast Brown quintet by only a few points. On the next trip Tufts and
M. A. C. were met. and we were defeated in both games by close scores.
Connecticut invaded our floor the following week, confident of a victory, but
was sent back on the short end of a 29-22 score. The next game was with Boston
College, and we were defeated in a rough game by a scant margin. The second
game with the Newport Y. M. C. A. was called in the middle of the second half,
with Rhode Island in the lead 17-11. Boston College again defeated us, this time
on the home floor, the score being 19-17. We were unsuccessful the second time
with Brown and Tufts, being defeated in both mstances by small margins.
Rhode Island met the strong Worcester team in the final game of the season
and gave them a tough battle, but the driving attack of the Worcester team was
too much for the Rhode Island defense, and we were defeated 24-12. We were
strengthened in the game by Joe Murphy who had just returned to college.
The majority of the game resulted in defeats, but in each case we were defeated
by no more than four or five baskets, which shows the relative strength of our team
as compared to some of the strongest teams in the East. Capt. "Rope" Malloy was
the mainstay of the team all season and played a fine brand of basketball. He
also scored the most points for his team. Beasley wa
points scored. Hudson. Dunn, and Holden were a
games on account of injuries which badly crippled i
and Murphy all finished the season without being
geshall was allowed to play most of the games and i
"Rudie" Kholberg was used in the last thn
creditably against his heavy opponents. Holde
half the season, due to an injured knee. Dunr
and was forced to be out of one or two games.
close behind in the number of
forced to stay out of several
at times. Lucey, Antulonus,
ly injured. "Chet" Cog-
valuab'e asset to the team.
four games and performed
t of the game for more than
d an injury to his knee
SaakPtball. 192n-*21
The 1920-1921 basketball team closed one
college has ever seen. On March 1 1 . 1 92 1 . whei
victory, the team completed its hard schedule
unusually hard schedule with such teams as
of the most successful seasons the
1 the men won their fourth straight
Manager Ford had arranged an
Boston College. Clark. Harvard.
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and Maine. Long and tedious practice was necessary to prepare for the coming
grind. With the exception of Boston College, no team succeeded in defeating ours
on the home floor during the season.
When the call for candidates was issued by Coach Keaney, only two veterans
were on hand, namely, Lucey and Dunn. Much credit is due the coach for his
work in developing such a smooth-working machine from amongst a number of
youngsters who had never before played college basketball.
Although the first game played resulted in an overwhelming 87-25 victory
over the Providence College team, there was a decided "green" atmosphere about
the teeim. and Coach Keaney set out to administer real basketball dope. As a
great number of "subs" were called upon the first part of the season, very little
teamwork was noticeable until the middle of the season.
The second game of the year was played with Boston College on the home
floor, and this resulted in a 34-26 victory for the visitors. The Boston boys were
speedier and more accurate in shooting baskets than were our boys, but they were
pushed to the limit in order to win. This proved to be the only defeat of the
on the home floor. Rhode Island won the next game fror
close score of 27-26. The fighting was fierce throughout, v
taking the lead in the scoring, and the result of the game '
final whistle.
Maine was defeated 28-24 the following week on the honr
commenced a run of poor luck away from home. The men had be
with no out-of-bounds on the sides of the courts, and this seemt
on the visiting floors. The team dropped several games in a re
be always nosed out of a victory at the last moment through
speed by the opponents. The worst defeat of this kind was suff
of Connecticut, at Storrs, when the Nutmeggers played rings
winning 44-20.
The tide of defeat was stemmed for awhile, however, when we defeated Clark
on our own floor, the score being 30-27. The next game was with Connecticut,
and this proved to be the most fiercely contested game of the season. Honors
remained about even until the last few minutes of play, when the Rhode Island
attack led by Tribolet broke down the defense of the Connecticut team and per
mitted several baskets to be caged. Tribolet led the scoring with 17 points and
was closely followed by Hill and Haslam. Chandler and Dunn at guard each
played his usual fine game. The score which had stood at 11-11 at the end of the
first half was changed to 29-1 8 in favor of Rhode Island.
The next game was played with Clark at Worcester, and this proved to be
the last defeat of the season. The two teams were even'y matched and fought
on equal terms until the last four minutes of play, when Smith, the crack Clark
center, broke through the Rhode Island defense and caged four baskets, defeating
us 38-30.
Northeastern was easily turned back, the score being 37-16, and the next week
found us facing Harvard in Hemmingway gymnasium. The teams were pretty
nearly evenly matched and the score see-sawed back and forth with neither team
gaining great advantage. Our hopes were dashed to pieces when Tribolet was
forced to leave the game, but Allan and Rabnowitz proved worthy substitutes,
When the final whistle had blown.
by a 24-23 score, and an all-night :
St. Michael's by the
ith each team in turn
vas in doubt until the
e floor, and then
;n used to playing
d to bother them
iw and seemed to
a sudden flash of
ered at the hands
iround our team,
able to hold he
ed the
and Rhode Is
Rhode Island was decla
of celebrating took plac
lasted throughout.
The final two games on the schedule resulted
the victory over Tufts being especially sweet as we
in the season. The Tufts team was completely oi
Kingston Hill that evening, despite the rain which
n victories for Rhode Island.
were defeated by them early
tclassed. and the final result
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Immediately upon the
completion of the 1920
basketball season Coach
Murray issued the first
for baseball practice. The
ididates were ordered to
report in the
about thirty
"gym." and
m hand for 1921 season
the preliminary work.
With Capt. Hudson and "Eke" Turner, varsity pitchers of the year before,
and Joe Murphy, a former varsity backstop, the battery positions seemed to be
pretty well taken care of. Nordquist, the crack varsity shortstop of the 1919 team.
was available as was Greenhalgh. a veteran of pre-war days, and Lucey, Casey,
Rhodes, and Whitaker of the 1919 team. Johnson and Coleman, both Freshmen.
soon displayed a fine brand of ball which won for them permanent p>ositions on
the varsity.
~ "
with Brown at Andrews Field and resulted
unonians, the Rhode Island pitchers being
own batsmen slamming everything which
nded in a 3-0 victory for the latter team.
r the runs gained by Tufts. The game with
ed out to be a good old slugging contest with the M. A. C. hurlers
slightly better form than the Rhode Islanders. None of the pitche
;rything looked good to the hard-hitting
The first game of thi
in an overwhelming victory for the B;
unable to find the plate, and the Bi
came across. The game with Tufts e
Loose fielding was mainly responsible fi
M. A. C. 1
displaying
seemed to be able to find the plate, and (
batters on both teams.
Worcester Tech was encountered next, and with Capt. Hudson in the box
and every man on the team playing air-tight ball, the team emerged a 2-1 victor
over our ancient rivals. The following week the team journeyed to Vermont and
took the Norwich University team into camp. "Eke" Turner had a big day in the
box and succeeded in shutting out the Vermonters without a score, while his
team-mates pilled up four runs. The game with Vermont was called on account of
rain in the fourth inning with the Green-Mountain Boys holding the advantage
Boston University was obliged to accept a 3-0 whitewashing at the hands of
Capt. Hudson, and the following week Connecticut was defeated 8-5 with Turner
in the box. The entire Rhode Island team seemed to have its eye on the ball, and
the Connecticut hurlers ail looked alike. The last two games of the season ended
in defeats for the Rhode Island team, one at the hands of Brown and the other at
the hands of Holy Cross. The latter team probably presented as strong a line-up
as is ever seen in college baseball.
The 1920 season proved to be a fairly successful one even though
defeated twice by Brown and once by Holy Cross. The defeats suffered at the
hands of Brown. Tufls. and M. A. C, were soon followed by four straight victories,
two of them being shut-outs, and these helped greatly to soothe the sting of previous
defeats.
1941
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laHPball. 1921
About thirty prospective pill-chasers responded to the call for 1921 Baseball
candidates. The following day the squad was raised to forty men. and batting
practice was held on the campus. There seemed to be a scarcity of capable battery
material. Capt. Al Hudson of the 1920 team was lost by graduation; Joe Murphy
i lost to Holy Cr(
lossof these three m.
had to rely mostly i
which might be dev
Manager LaPe
trder that the
nd Frankie Greenhalgh was also graduated in June. The
I left a big gap in our team for the 1921 season. Coach Keaney
I the entering class and build up his team from the material
eloped there.
rche arranged a game with the New London Submarine Base
ich could get some idea as to just what he really did have upon
vhich to build his team. The battery seemed to be the weakest spot, with Casey
and Turner a possible combination. The fielders, however, were stronger, there
being Capt. Nordquist, Reed. LaBree. Johnson, Whitaker, Coleman, Lucey, and
Ellsworth, from last year's squad.
The team received a 9-4 setback at the hands of the sailors, but everyone had
a chance to play. As everyone who made the trip played. Coach Keaney was able
to pick out a good working machine to place before the Brunonians on April 16th.
Turner and Edwards seemed to be the outstanding moundsmen, with Casey
regarded as a suitable backstop. With such men as Nordquist, Johnson. Kirby,
Reed, and Coleman, to back them up. this was regarded as a well-balanced team
sufficient to trim Brown. It was the first inning of the game that caused an un
warranted defeat for Rhode Island. At the end of the initial inning the score stood
9-0 in favor of Brown. However, struggling to overcome one of the unluckiest
innings a Rhode Island team ever encountered, our team cornered six runs and held
their opponents scoreless for the remainder of the game.
The following Saturday, Rhode Island was to play Connecticut Aggies on
Kingston soil, but owing to a heavy downpour the game was postponed On April
28th, the home series began with a 7-0 victory over Colby. The next day our team
gained the decision over the University of Maine by a 1 1-4 score. On Saturday,
M. A. C. handed us a lO-l lacing. Edwards, pitching the Colby game, was in mid-
season form, allowing only three hits. Turner pitched the first eight innings of the
Maine game and was then replaced by Edwards who pitched good ball the remain
ing two innings. Kirby. playing centerfield, was the star of the game with three
difficult catches to his credit, and it was his triple sacker that knocked in the first
two runs of our seventh inning rally. The M. A. C. game turned out to be a one
sided affair. Edwards was again called upon to pitch, and after eight innings was
replaced by Connolly.
Inclement weather caused the cancellation of two of the three games to be
played the following week. Clark, and Boston University, which were scheduled
on Friday and Saturday respectively were canceled. However, on Wednesday
afternoon the team suffered its third defeat of the season at the hand of Worcester
Polytech at Alumni Field. Worcester, to the tune of 8-4. Edwards lasted until the
seventh innmg when he was replaced by Turner. The following Monday, Rhode
Island received a 9-3 decision over Northeastern College. Edwards and Turner
again divided pitching honors.
The team next suffered another defeat at the hands of the University of
Pittsburgh, the score being at the end of the game. 7-0 in Pittsburgh's favor. It
was a hard-fought game throughout, but our team made costly errors.
On the 20th of May, our team journeyed to Storrs and gave the Connecticut
Aggies an 8-4 handout. Edwards pitching his fourth game in five days, allowed
seven hits and struck out ten men. The game was marked by fast playing on the
part of the Rhode Islanders, with timely hitting accounting for many of the runs.
195]
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Srark Btares, 1921
Rhode Ish
Rhode Ish
nd 65M. A. C. 55
nd 124Conn. 36
(BrnsH-fflinmtrjj, 1921
Rhode Island 23Brown 32
(driiBfl-OIiiuHtrg. 19211
Rhode Island 23Boston College 32
Qlrark. 192n-'21
Rhode Island's overwhelming victory over Connecticut
Aggies on May 28th marked the close of a highly successful
CAPTAIN TOTMAN track scasott. It was perhaps the most successful in the his-
l92l-*22 -SEASON tor>' of the college, in which the salient feature was the
excellent spirit shown by the team throughout the year. This branch of athletics.
which has received practically no attention since the war. has come to the front
this year through a group of athletes who have had the "guts" to get down to work.
and have "come through" mainly through their own love of the sport.
Rhode Island was represented at the B. A. A. games, held at the Boston
Arena on Feb, 5th, by a strong team composed of three last year veterans Totman,
Smith, and O'Connell, and by two yearlings Fort and Tower. Totman was held
in reserve, and Smith, O'Connell. Tower, and Fort were pitted against the fast
Colby and Vermont teams. Rhode Island's first two men practically held their
own, but the fast pace set by the last two men of the Colby and Vermont teams
was too much for the Rhode Island men and they gradually fell behind. Rhode
Island put up a game fight, but were outclassed, the Colby team winning by one
of the fastest relay times of the meet.
Interclass meets and indoor running kept interest alive during the winter
months, and about the first of April the men donned their "togs" for the athletic
field.
The first dual meet with Massachusetts was one that taxed our men to the
limit. The Aggies presented a very fine aggregation, and our men came through
with the meet by the close score of 65-33. Rhode Island took many of the dashes
and field events, but was outrun in the mile and two-mile. Slate and Gray, the
Aggie distance men, were able to take the honors in both these events.
Two weeks later, Connecticut Aggies were compelled to take the short end of
a 124-36 score. The meet was a real walkaway for Rhode Island, many of the finals
not being run off, due to the fact that the Aggies were shut out. Our men took all
of the heats in some of the events, and of the sixteen events, captured thirteen
firsts. The Aggies showed up best in the distance events when Wood of Connecticut
uncorked winning sprints in the mile and two-mile, finishing by a good margin.
The Aggies also look the javelin-throw, gaining first and second places.
Ray Hudson did well in both meets, being high-point man and making some
pretty good time. Haslam and Fort each raised the college pole-vault record to
10 feet 2' 2 inches when they both reached that height in practice. Chandler.
Tower, and Totman were also prominent point-gatherers.
This year also marks the entry of a new event, the javelin -throw, into our
meets. Although we were beaten by Connecticut in this event, there is need for
V.'.RSITV TR\CK SQU.4D-I920-'2I SEASON
no discouragement in tnis quarter. Fort won the javelin-throw in the interclass
meet by a throw of 134 feet, which was four feet farther than that thrown by the
best Connecticut man.
The Connecticut meet was the closing meet of one of the most successful track
seasons Rhode Island has ever had.
CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM-1920.71 SEASON
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3Pafulty iUpmbrra
C. E. Adams, M.Agr. Paul S. Burgess. Ph.D.
Howland Burdick. B.S. L. A. Keegan. B.S.
W. J. Whalen, B.S.
Senior Wade
Harold Earl Whitaker
Evart Yarvots
^^^^^^^^
1923
Walton Booth Butterworth Roy Perry
Andrew Joseph Christensen, Jr. James Gammon Shaw
Harry Vincent Coleman Theodore Ralph Tribolet
Thomas Joseph Kirby
Frederick Nelson Palmer
Frank James Shields
Reginald Hoit Simpson
RoLo Hartley Sisson
^m ^^^m
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Sltpta (Ebi
SFoun&rJi at ^'nruiirh llnnirrsitii. 1B5B
Arlitip (Chaplprfi
Alpha .
Beta
Gamma
Delta
Epsilon
Zeta
Eta
Theta
Iota
Kappa
Lambda
Mu
Nu
Xi
Omicrc
Pi
Rho
Sigma
Tau
Upsilon
Phi
Chi
Psi
Omega
Alpha Beta
Alpha Gamma
Alpha Delta
Alpha Epsilon
Alpha Zeta
[1081
Norwich University
achusetts Institute of Technology
University of Maine
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
New Hampshire State College
Rhode Island State College
lassachusetts Agricultural College
Colgate Un
University of Pennsylv
Cornell Un
University of California
Hampden-Sidney College
University of Virginia
Richmond College
Dickinson College
. University of Illinois
Oregon Agricultural College
University of Florida
New York University
rth Dakota Agricultural College
Alabama Polytechnic Institute
University of Wisconsin
Pennsylvania StateCollege
University of Pittsburgh
University of Michigan
Purdue University
Leland Stanford. Jr.. University
University of Rochester
'^^^^^m
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John Barlow, B.S.
Alvan Jason Allen
Alfred Carr Barton. Jr.
Lloyd Herbert Fisher
Willard Harding Ford
1332
George Sydney Redvers Moorhouse
John Hamilton Reed
Angelo Scorpio
William Harvey Simas
1023
Elvin Joseph Andrews Earl Sylvester Edwards
George Alfred Chandler William Sutherland Fort
Walter Thomas Conefrey Harold Frederic Gee
James Richard Hanley
Norman Alfred Bergstrom
Harry Clayton Chandler
Fred Norcross Clarke. Jr.
George Stevenson Haslam
Richard William Cavanaugh
Roland Henry Chatterton
George Archibald Cruickshank
George Thomas Gaddes. Jr.
1324
Clarence Edward Joh.nson
Joseph Ignatius Kenny
Thomas Alfred Laycock
John Horswell Spooner, Jr
Emery Howard Hall
Joseph Mark Lamb
Leonard Dana Lawrence
Louis Edward Tilley
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Marshall H. Tyler. B.S.
Harold Carlton Bloxham
Joseph Bernard Byrnes
Bernard Ambrose Connolly
Harold Earl Adams
Frederick Joseph Flynn
Joseph Barlow Conefry
Timothy Edward Geary
Milton Griffith Godschall
Watson Clarence Gilli;
James Francis Greene
Frank Howard Totman
Raymond Arthur Hudson
Harry Richard Michie
Charles Amos Pike
Walter John Ritzau
John Edward Woolley
1924
William Mitchell Hawkins Beck, Jr.
Leonard William Harrison Bennett
William Joseph Connor
Roy William Howard
Augustine Theodore Leander Ledwidge, Jr. Arthur Crawford Sprague
Burton Staples Wo
Carl Arthur Nordquist
Homer Roland Rocheleau
Vincent James Roddy
William Riley Shea
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l^anarar^ Mrttibrr
R. L. Wales. B.S.
Edwin Harold Coker
Wade Allen Morehouse
Lyndon Russell Rhodes
Arvid Simmons Anderson
Raymond Earle Siegel
Frank Raymond Witham
George Lee Parker
Everett Cunningham Neill
John Calder Howland
Charles Sydney Gardner
Frederick Allen Turner
Elof Gunner Backlin
Vaslet Little Howe
Richard Norman Salisbury
Raymond Ellsworth Farnham
Philip Leo Walsh
l^sgss^r.-rr.^is^^^^^^^^^^^sg^^-^-i'fe^^
IGamhiia Olhi Alpha
.3^iiuui)rh at Simtim Uniiirrsitt). 13U3
(Chapln's
Boston University
husetts Agricultural College
University of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania State College
husetts Institute of Technology
. University of Maine
University of Michigan
Rutgers University
Bucknell University
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Cornell University
University of California
Washington State College
Rhode Island State College
Dartmouth College
Louisiana State University
DePauw University
University of Illinois
Polytechnic Institute
Knox College
University of Georgia
Union College
Purdue University
Butler College
>f South Dakota
Harvard University
Colgate University
Northwestern University
Oregon Agricultural College
University of Wisconsin
Cumberland University
University of Alabama
Missouri School of Mines
Alpha Pi
Alpha Omicron
Alpha Mu
Alpha Tau
Alpha Eta
Alpha Theta
Alpha Upsilon
Alpha Xi
Alpha Chi
Alpha Omega
Alpha Kappa
Alpha Nu
Alpha Rho .
Alpha Psi
Gamma Alpha
Gamma Gamma
, Epsilon
, Zeta
. Iota
, Lambda
Gamma Beta
OklahornaA. a
Franklin andM
Syraci
Ne AT Hampshire
Un iversitj
University of Denver
Indiana University
University of Texas
Iowa State College
nd M. College
irshall College
se University
State College
y of Richmond
Ohio University
, Wabash College
Western Reserve University
Colby College
University of Washington
University of Akron
University of Cincinnati
University of Pittsburgh
Washington and Jefferson College
Denison University
University of Chicago
University of Nebraska
(tbarlprrb Alumni Aasuriatiuna
Bessemer, Ala.
Denver. Colo.
New York. N. Y.
Philadelphia. Pa.
Providence. R. I.
St. Louis, Mo.
lilurlrarlprfri AUtmut AsBiuiatinua
Albany. N. Y.
Boston. Mass.
Chicago. III.
Cleveland. Ohio
Dallas. Texas
Galesburg, III.
Harrisburg. Pa.
Hartford. Conn.
Montgomery, Ala.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Portland, Ore.
San Francisco, Cai
Seattle. Wash.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
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H^nnnraru fHrmbrr
Prof. Joseph Waite Ince
1922
Irving Lester Churchill
Angelo Mario Gencarello
1923
Elmer Webster Nathaniel Anderson
Bolus Alexander Kulasewski
George Henry Cressy
Joseph Albert Piacitelli
1924
Oliver Jackson Worthington
Maitland Pierce Simmons
William Osborne Schattle
1925
Henry Carl Levenson
Alfred Gilbert Mycock
Clarence Francis Daly
Herbert Nichols Durfee
Oscar Augustus Forrow
William Arthur Curtis
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Bx^mn Kappa
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Mrs. W. j. Whalen
Mrs. L. F. Kinnev
1922
3etty Westall Hammett Bertha Isabel Hughes
Ruby Arden Hoxsie Martha Stedman Smith
Helen Louise Tabor
Mary Belding Leighton
Frances Henrietta McKenzie
Elizabeth Edson Shedd
Ella Hulda Staf
Caroline Frances Tabor
1924
Margaret Arleen Hartwell
Ella Leona Remembrance Peckham
Jasemine Louise Peckham
Louisa Briggs Latham
Dorothy Louise Markham
Florence Ada Mooney
Vera Louise Swan
Mercy Louise Vaughn
ss^sasias^^^^iftg:^ grTst =c?7igig--x-^f?^igifai-rg?^iai
S'igma IKappa
Jfnimftrfi al CCnlbi) ffnllrgr. IST-l
Art Uf ffilja^itrra
Alpha..... Colby College
Beta and Gam.ma Consolidated with Alpha
Delta Boston University
Epsilon Syracuse University
Zeta George Washington University
Eta Illinois Wesleyan University
Theta University of Illinois
Iota . University of Denver
Kappa Owing to ruling of th Faculty, the Charter was surrendered in 1911
Lambda University of California
Mu University of Washington
Nu Middlebury College
Xi University of Kansas
Omicron
Pi
Jackson College
Leland Stanford Jr. University
Rho . Randolph Macon Woman's College
SlCMA . Southern Methodist University
Tau University of Indiana
Upsilon Oregon Agricultural College
Phi Rhode Island State College
Chi University of Ohio
Psi University of Wisconsin
O.mega Florida State College for Women
Alpha Beta University of Buffalo
Alpha Gamma Washington State College
Alpha Delta University of Tennessee
Alpha Epsilon . Iowa State Agricultural College
Alpha Zeta Cornell University
Alpha Eta University of Minnesota
Alumni ffil)aj)trra
Portland. Me. Worcester, Mass.
Boston, Mass. Kansas City, Kan.
Washington, D. C. Chicago. III.
Bloomington, III. Central Ohio
Colorado New York City
Los Angeles, Cal. Central New York, Syracuse
Western New York, Buffalo
Waterville. Me.
Puget Sound
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22
Edwin H. Coker. '22
Harold E. Whitaker
Martha S. Smith. '22 .
Walton B. Butterworth,
President
^-President
Secretary
Treasurer
(fiommtttrps
ArtitittiPB
Frederick A. Turner, '22
Vinal N. Hastings, '22
F. Raymond Witham, '23
Angelo M. Gencarello, *22
Ruth H. Smith, '23
AtljlrtlrB
Arvid S. Anderson. '22
Walton B. Butterworth, '23
Harold E. Whitaker, '22
Raymond A. Eldredge. '23
4lu^triarit
Edwin H. Coker. '22
Grant H. Potter, '22
James C. Tweedell, '24
Earl S. Edwards, '23
Frank Pickles, '25
(Gnllroir iSnirhipmrnta
Esther E. Fort. '24
Helen S. Fessenden, '22
Joseph B. Byrnes. "22
The Student Council was organized in 1904, with the purpose of endeavoring
to stimulate a greater sense of responsibility among the students. There were six
members which included two Seniors, two Juniors, and a representative from
each of the lower classes.
In 1920 the Student Council was re-organized, and the membership increased
to twenty. It has become much broader in its aspect, and through its committees,
the Student Council is able to exert helpful influence in all the college activities.
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Olhp K 3. (Eluh
Raymond E. Farnham. '22
Roy Perry. '23
Frederick A. Turner. '22
. President
Vice-President
Secretary and Tn
rmed for the purpose of fostering athletics at Rhode
to its active participation in this interest, decided
This organization was
Island State College. Di
reforms have been inculcated for the betterment of athletics. To the club, credit
is given for the new method of the election of assistant managers. Heretofore,
the Athletic Association was the body designated to elect the managers, but now
the faculty coach, and R. I. Club have a certain number of votes in the election.
thus making the best man in the field the most likely candidate for the office.
Eligibility lo membership is restricted to the letter-men of the institution.

Qlampus Qllub
Joseph Clifton Ricketts, '24
Farrar Loomis Lamphrey, '24
Ehler John Ernst. Jr.. '24
Luke Clarke, *24 ....
Lester Joseph Ellis, '22 .
iHrmbrrs
Lester J. Ellis, '22
Henry R. Little, '23
Wallace I. Pope, '22
Francis R. Smith. '23
Frederick H. Titchner, '22
jUrmbrrB
Harold G. Bemis. '24
Frederick A. Briggs, '24
Donald B. Brown, '25
Frank A. Barnes. '25
Leslie G. Burlingame, '25
John H. Coolidge. '25
John E. Crimmins, '24
Walter B. Davis, '24
Ehler J. Ernst. '24
Arthur W. Ganz. '23
Benjamin T. Gallup. '24
Norman B. Grant, '25
Leonard B. Hathaway, '24
Albert A. Howarth, ex '22
Earl K. Johnson, '25
.Arthur M.
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Sergeant at Arms
igan
Albert E. Holburn. '22
Walter B. Little, '23
Frederick C. Reynolds, '23
Arthur E. Swanson, '23
Harold C. Warden. '23
1321
Carig p. Kachidoorian, '25
Edward E. Knott, '24
F.arrar L. Lampfrey. '24
William V. McKechnia, '25
Aaron Norman, '24
Warren W. Nichols, '25
Charles S. North. '24
Mason J. Peck, '25
Joseph C. Ricketts. '24
Irving C. Romer. '24
Arthur J. Schaller. '24
Erland L. Sandberg, '25
Theobald H. Schoeller, '25
William E. Taylor. '25
Louis F. Vent, '23



pii gplta
Arvid S. Anderson. '22
George W. Wood. '22
Grace L. Adams, '22
Fred N. Clarke. "24
. President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Grace Adams. '22
Arvid Anderson, '22
Elmer Ani 23
Br 24
Marion Cook. 23
Ceorce Cressy. '23
Dorothy Cummings.
Doris Datson, '23
Raymond Farnham. '.
Timothy Geary. 73
Angelo Gencarello.
Arthur Hammarlund
Betty Hammett, '22
iilpmbrrB
N. Doris Kinn
Peckham
Elizabeth Shedd. '2
John Spooner. "24
Alma Watson. '22
George Wood, '22
Vera Swan. '25
Miriam Cargill. '21
Erdene Gage. '25
Walter Davis. '25
Dur
NJA
22
Willis James Snow. 25
Henry Carl Levinson.
Norman Grant. "23
Harold Adams. '23
Norman Salisbury, '23
The purpose of Phi Delta is to arouse and stimulate an interest in drama.
During the year, there are several opportunities for those who desire to become
members, to "try out". The society is planning to run one large play and two
minor productions this year. During the Spring of 1921, Phi Delta presented its
first play. "Nothing But The Truth," which was very cleverly and successfully
given.
lEnginppring S'nripty
Joseph B. Byrnes, '22
Angelo Mario Gencarello. '22
Milton G. Godschall, '23 .
. President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
Hibrariana
Harold E. Adams, '23 UR W. Ganz, '23
Exrruthip Cnmmiltpp
Edwin H. Coker. '22 (Mech.) Arvid S. Anderson. '23 (Elec.)
Joseph B. Byrnes. '22 (Civil.)
This society has become one of the most active of our organizations on the
Hill. Owing to the small numbers in the three branches of engineering, a combined
society was deemed advisable. This move has brought wonderful results. The
society is now able to select interesting speakers from the leading industrial plants
of the East, giving the student an inside view of the practical workings of the
engineering world.
^^^^^^^^^
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Emily M. Martin. '23 President
Miriam A. Cargill. '23 Vice-President
Flossie E. Buxton, '24 Secretary
Ruth Turner, '25 . . . Treasurer
Alice T. Sisson. '24 Program Committee
The Young Woman's Christian Union holds its meetings Thursday evenings
at Davis Hall. Usually, some speaker addresses the gathering on a topic of current
In September, the Y. W. C. U. with the Y. M. C. A. gave the usual annual
reception of welcome for the Freshmen at Lippitt Hall.
James H. Holden, '22
Senior Wade. '22
Walton B. Buiterworth. '23
Irving L. Churchill, '22
During the past two years, the Y. M. C. A. h;
A. in giving the annual reception to the Freshme
has also sent a delegate to the C(
been instrumental in securing
outlook for the coming year
operation with the local church
at Silv
I speake
promising, v.
as co-operated with the Y. W. C.
;n, in the fall. The organization
:r Bay on Lake George, and has
s from outside the college. The
th the prospect of a closer co-
promoting religious life among the students.
lg==^sag)ia^N^=aiH)g=:5
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Crabrr
Vincent J. Roddy. '24
iNaitnuirr
John F. Nye, '22
Sirertur
Dr. Jules Jordon
^ttlnifitfi
. '24. 7"enor Lawrence LaBree, "23, Barito
Lloyd W. Fisher, '22. Violin
fira?trr
Timothy E. Geary. '23
(puartrttr
George W, Wood, '22
Lawrence W. LaBree, '23
ArcouitJaniBl
Charles A. Pike, '23
John F. Nye, '22
Harold F. Gee. 73
The Glee Club was first organized in 1 899 and since then has played a prom
inent part in the social life of the college. During the past year concerts were
given in various parts of the State and the Club is fast regaining the prominence
it held in pre-war days.
The Club owes a great deal to Dr. Jules Jordon, who has been director for
a number of years.
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Wade Morehouse. '22
Frank Raymond Witham, '23
Doris Kinne, '22
Mrs. H. C. Wells
Dr. Paul S. Burgess
Dr. Harold Browning
President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
. Village Member
Faculty Member
Assistant Faculty Member
llnuiram 1021 1222
"Da Garrick"December 7, 1921 Phidelah Rice. Mono-Actor
yunuary 3. 1922 The Harp Singers
February 15, 1922 The Zedeler Symphonic Quintet
March 21. 1922 FranklinBabb,Lecturer,"OneHundredPercentMan
'
The program of the year has been unusually attractive and interesting.
The first entertainment of the season was presented December 7th. Mr.
Phidelah Rice, Mono-actor, of the Leland Powers' School. Boston, read Robinson's
three-act comedy. "David Garrick". His excellent interpretation of the characters
in the comedy won the admiration of his audience.
On January 3th. a very interesting musical number, "The Harp Singers '. was
presented.
The "Zedeler Symphonic Quintet
"
gave a very fine program of classical music
on the evening of February li)th.
Mr. Franklin Babb, a well known New England lecturer, gave an inspiring
lecture. "One Hundred Percent Man", on March 21st.
(Sbp Atl|lftir Aaanriatinn
George A. Chandler. "23 ........ President
Richard G. Casey. '22 .......Vice-President
Raymond A. Hudson. '23 ....... , Secretary
The Athletic Association to which all male students are eligible for membership.
has as its function, in co-operation with the coach, and faculty advisors, the manage
ment of athletics. By the laws of its constitution, managers of sport are elected.
letters awarded, and class contests are conducted.
The treasurer is a resident member of the Faculty Advisory Committee.
At the end of the basketball season of 1920 1921. the new system of electing
managers, proposed by the R. I. Club, was put into effect. This new rule, in an
attempt to provide a means of election on merit, states that "from the candidates
eligible for election, two shall be chosen as assistant managers by the vote of the
Athletic Association- One of these men, after having served one year as assistant
managers, will be chosen for manager by one vote from the Athletic Association.
one vote from the coach, one vote from the R. I. Club, and two votes from the
faculty '. As yet there has not been sufficient time to prove the worth of this
method, but in theory it is a decided advance.
Slankrt U*ax (Enmmittrr
Evarts Yarvots, '22
Foothall Manager
Arvid S. Anderson. '22
Track Manager
Geo. E. Ingraham. Jr.. '22
Basketball Manager
Edwin H. Coker, '22
Baseball Manager
Wade A. Morehouse, '22
Beacon Manager
Edwin H. Coker, '22
President of Student Council
Edwin C. Woodhouse, '23
Tennis Manager
John F. Nye, '22
Glee Club Manager
Wade A. Morehouse, '22
President of Lecture Association
ifiirultii IHrmbrm
Prof. Marshall H. Tyi.
Prof. John Ba
Prof. Royal L. Wales
Mr. Frank W. Keaney
Secretary and Treasurer
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(HommanDatit
Captain Alfred S. Knight. Inf., U. S. A.
Staff
Captain Joseph Church. Inf.. U. S. A.
Sergeant Orville D. Groesbeck. Cav.. U. S. A.
Sergeant Farrell, Cav., U. S. A.
(Eaftpt (^ffirrra
UrafttiuartrrH
Major Frank H. Totman, '22 First Sergeant Thomas W. Smith, '23
Band Leader Alfred C. Barton, "22 Sergeant Elvin J. Andrews, '23
(Humvatitj A
Captain Joseph B. Byrnes. '22
First Lieutenant John H. Reed, '22 Second Lieutenant Harold E. Martin, '22
First Sergeant Harold H. Whitaker. '22
ifirst yiatunti ^rrnitb Jllatmm
Sergeants
Lyndon R. Rhodes. '22 John C. Howland. '22
Raymond A. Hudson, '23 Harold E. Adams, '23
F. Raymond Witham. '23 James R. Hanley. '23
11701
(Camttany S
James H. Holden. '22
Fred H. Titchener. 'U
Arthur N. Hammarlund. '22
George S. Moorhouse. '22
Captain
First Lieutenant
Second Lieutenant
First Sergeant
Olnmpautt 01
Harold F. Kern, '23
Albert E. Holburn, '22
Fred C. Reynolds. '23
Watson C. Gillis, 22
Irving L. Churchill, '22
Harold F. Gee. '23
William S. Fort, '23
jfirnt lllatuuu
Sergeants
L. Harrington, '22
Fred A. Turner, '22
HUR E. Swanson, '23
Alvin j. Allen, '22
James G. Shaw, '23
Timothy E. Geary, '23
^rrnnb platonn
Sergeants
Howard A. Hobbs, '22
John E. Wooley, '23
Harold C. Warden, '23
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Qlnmmtttrr nf Arrangrinpiita
James C. Tweedell, '24. Chairman
Hrtpviliuii SrroraliaiiB
Dorothy Cummings. '24 Vincent J. Roddy. '24. iChairm anl
Pauline Perry. '24
Incitations and Programs W ALTER G. Greene. '24
Refreshmcnts Leonard Bennett. '24
Music . Esther Fort. '24
Floor George Haslam. '24
JIatrnitraars
Mrs. Howard Edwards Miss Lucy C. Tucker
Mrs. Paul S. Burgess Miss Alice Edwards
January ZT, 1922
(Saininittrr anil IFinaiicr
Major Frank H. Totman. 22. R. 0. T. C. Ch,
Sr|itiaii
Capt. Joseph B. Byrnes. '22, R. 0. T. C.
IPrngrama anil Jniiitatinna
Lieut. John H. Reed, '22, R. 0. T. C.
IBueic
Lieut. Alfred C. Barton '22. R. 0. T. C.
Orroratinns
Sergt. John C. Howland. '22. R. 0. T. C.
Brfrrslinunta
Sergt. Thomas W. Smith. '24, R. 0. T. C.
Capt. James H. Holden. '22, R. 0. T. C.
^atronrsara
Mrs. Howard Edwards
Mrs. Alfred S. Kn
Mrs. Joseph Church
^Sgi^
Mrs. William J. Whelan
Mrs. Lillian L. Peppard
Miss Lucy C. Tucker

lOitipitt i^all
Sum 2D, 1921
(ommitlr uf Arrangrmrnta
Grant H. Potter, '22, Chi
Srrrption
Martha S. Smith, *22
JlnDttationa anb ^rograma
Vinal N. Hastings, '22
IBuair
Joseph C. Kinder, '22
91oor
Angelo M. Gencarello, '22
Patronreara
Mrs. Howard Edwards Mrs. Marshall Tyler
Mrs. Samuel Webster Mrs. William Whelan
Mrs. Burt Hartwell Miss Lucy C. Tucker
^I^M^-^^^-i-^-^^
(ilotttmpnrpmpnl program
iurntg-ltgl|tl) Annual (Enmrnrnr^mrnt
i:i;]pttt ifall. 4Jutir 311. 1921
Orchestra
Rev. Father James R. Bourgeois
Greetings . Hon. E. J. San Souci, Governor of Rhode Island
Dr. Walter E. Ranger, Commissioner of Education of Rhode Island
Dr. W. H. p. Faunce, President Brown University
Dr. Kenyon R. Butterfield, President M. A. C.
Orchestra
"The Age of Machinery
"
Hon. James M. Beck. LL.D.. Solicitor General of United States
Orchestra
Aitnoutirrmrnt of l^flttnrii
(Hanfrrring nf Srgrpps
Formal Close of the Twenty-Ninth Year of the College
Orchestra
^rhnlasttr l^onnrs
192U-1921
Highret HmturB
Samuel A. McKee Charles H. Wales
Joseph E. O Neill
Harold J. H. Bak
iti^b Hanara
Joseph W. Peckham
Francis P. Brightman Rocco Pezzullo
^ritinr Uuiutra
Samuel A. McKee Waldo A. Smith
Charles H. Wales Joseph W. Peckham
Joseph E. O'Neill Clarence B. Nordqui:
Irene M. Sheehan
.^mitur ittmurs
Helen Louise Tabor Joseph B. Byrnes
Edwin H. Coker Wade A. Morehouse
Irving L. Churchill Helen S. Fessenden
Angelo M. Gencarello
^nphnmurr Hmuirs
Edward P. Dunn
Miriam A. Cargill
Timothy E. Geary
Joseph F. McCauley
Raymond M. Peckham
Caroline F. Tabor
George L. Parker
Emily M. Martin
jFrrshmni Hiiiuirfi
Joseph C. Ricketts
James C. Tweedell
William H. Brown
George S. Haslam
Warren B. Fish
Oliver J. Worthington
Flossie E. Buxton
Alice F. Sisson
John V. Tower
Edward S. Beebe
Fred N. Clarke
Dorothy C. K

^Inaaarg of fflnlUgf Exprpaaiona
which vho profe
s contrasted with the cc
nd breeder of discontent.
nal spirits.
I the campus.
1. Prof,- Abbreviation for profe
know something.
2. Exams. Those periods of suspense which come twice a year and which
reveal to the student his utter lack of knowledge.
3. Make-up Ejtam which a student usually takes after he is placed on
probation.
3, Probation Period of watchful waiting.
5. Co-eds The feminine species of student usually distinguished by a
dumb expression and corn-fed appearance.
6. Eas^The masculine species of student
(see co-ed).
7. Aggie- A sod disturber, tiller of the soil.
8. R. O. T. C. -Rough on the Captain.
9. Assembly A necessary evil.
10. P. T.- Painful Torture An outlet for an
11. A. B. American Bone.
12. Cuts (see Pridy).
13. Pridy Professor ot Cuts. The most popular prof.
14. Flunks Low marks distributed by the profs.
15. Conditions -Result of flunks.
16. Honors - 1 follow rewards for intelligent students.
17. Cathedral Where faculty meetings are held and where the fates of
students hang in the balance.
IS. Dice- An aid to the study of natural science.
19. Chow-hound- A two-fisted eater who assimilates rapidly and devours
ravenously.
20. Down-the-liners Those who polish the rough spots on the new cement
highway.
21. Dash- A track term used instead of profanity.
22. Golfies -A uniform worn when hunting golfs.
23. Bumming--A national society for the "Gimmies". "Let-me-takes".
"What-have-you-gots". and the "I Wannas".
24. ShiftersA society for suckers. Those who shift responsibility and
payment.
25. Waiter -A white-garmented individual w ho makes us
26. CuckooResult of sleeping under a crazy quilt.
27. Thermo A subject of much boning.
28. Mechanics See Thermo.
29. BoningThe act of sifting knowledge between the bo
30. Iron Man See Pete.
31. Pete -See Iron Man.
lit for
the skull.

A Mppk-IEnb of iiprhanira
Comedy by L. DeMopus
TiMEFriday. Oct. 1921 PlaceR. I. S. C
Act I Scene 1 (Room 26. Lippitt Hall)
Prof. Wales Good morning, children.
Class (in unison) Good morning, teacher.
Business of roll call followed by a bit of rare comedy wh
gets his foot caught as Lanza closes the door at 8:03 A. M.
Prof. All those not having done an hour and a half
know something of the work may leave now (Prof, waves !
"Bone" Christensen
can safely say they
right thumb at the
Class registers innocence and at the moment seem to be hard of hearing.
Prof. DeMopus. you explain F-MA in such a way that even Joe Nedo
would understand. Let's get right down to brass tacks, now.
Fifty minutes later -Prof.-Never mind the rest of that explanation. De
Mopus, the class will copy this test for the week-end.
ACT II, Scene 2 Phi Kappa Phi House (Saturday afternoon. I :15 P. M .
DeMopus Well, methinks I must start on my week-end. what say. F.lmer>
Elmer (registering enthusiasm) Yea, let's; hey. Sid. let's go.
SiD Qui monkeer.
Nothing heard but rattling of mechanics book leaves.
Elmer (talking softly, as though thinking aloud) Le's see, by intergrating I
get 1 .03 lbs. for the length of that beam.
Sid (singing to himself) 1 get 1.025 lbs., so I guess I'll play a little basketball.
DeMopus (thinkingIKind of low. but .987 is nearer right.
Business of putting away pencils, paper, etc.
Scene III East Hall (6:00 P. M.;
Elmer Say, George, give us some beans, and ask Mac has he done his study
problem for this week.
MacYes. I have, did you get 1 .03 lbs? Oh, excuse me, Elmer, I didn't mean
to talk about our beloved week-end,
ElmerWhy, Mac, that's perfectly all right, we was talking over study
problems which is diffrent, hey Sid?
SiD I didn't hear what you were talking about, but er-r-r did you say 1 .03?
DeMopus Speaking of abstract numbers, don't you think .987 is much more
euphonius?
Chorus (Sid, Mac, Elmer)No.
Scene IV Sa
Elmer (rousing Sid from r
kvaken. we must complete our d(
11841
le as 1 1Sunday, 10:40 P.M.
).sy slumber on Couch L)-Hey. Sid. hey. Sid.

^^^
gai^^-g^;-.Vg*^5E!^^^y^J^akg^2a^^
I^p g'kplpton (Clnapt
F-lave you been keeping a skeleton locked in the closet? If you have had a "snap" taken that
you wouldn't have the world see for one-hundred bucks, an arm or something skip these
next few pages because for once Grist has unlocked the door and allowed a favored few of this
mighty world to view some horrible examples of photographic art. Our scrubs have delved into
many "Mem" books to unearth these secluded treasures. If the write-up is too hot and caus^
a little entropy break-out under the "Arrows", never mind, just remember that you are fortunate
in being immortalized, and if you think there are a lot of snaps that have got these beat, never
mind, we couldn't find them. We are sorry there arent more, but here is what we have throw
open the door and see what you will see.
^^^ g'S'gBg

@ff=^sfcS>ai^s^=aiHie=;s wi.-.L^^&iS^^,.-.I.feSg--i.^ri]
Gee, it was cold last nightl I lay awake shivering all night.
1 had to reinforce my pajamas with a pair of woolen socks and an
army shirt. I had another suit of pajamas, much warmer than
these all in one piece the fellows call em my diving suit, and
somebody hid "em on me. Guess I'll go wake up the gol-dinged
janitor and get B. T. U.'S around here, 1 could have slept till noon.
but I gotta first hour class.
Hello, fellows! No horse now; don't we look the nuts in these
rompers. I told "Pink" when I bought these "golfies
'
from Siegel
that they could be tailored to fit. so 1 did the job myself, oh don't
look surprised, why shouldn't 1 do a good job? The Boys say I'm
a tailor. When we handed this picture to Grist 1 felt that it would
be a good chance to show the boys that somebody down here could
look just as keen as the fellows at Brownse's College. I beard Pink
say when he borrowed the sweater he's got on that he wished he
could get one with a high neck like mine so's it would hide his muddy
collar, but I told him not to worry because his wasn't as bad as mine.
anyway. Well, we'll have to leave now because we've got some
mechanics to do. not that it worries us much, but we got it.
[ 1 got fun? This picture has beei
and beauty. No kiddii
1 didn't have time to c
'. personifica;^.^.. ^. ...^^u...
. though, haven't I got a peach of a
nb my hair, but j
expression. I m a quaint character, sort of a vagrant i
I play the fiddle. I'm crazy about jazz and egg omelettes. I
all-round society man take in all the prize fights and bull-thr
shape?
sUigent
I used t
They used
play baseball. You know I throw from the port side.
) call me "Smoky Joe Kinder ". but other interests
'. Well. I'm tired of sitting up here so I guess I'll fall
|as^saS{gia^^S=aiftg^:s
Hfout JIt'a iattp
The rushing season was drawing to a close. The time was 6:20 p. m. The place
East Hall dining room. The deafening clatter caused by members of the Soup
Spillers* Union removing the concrete plates and shaving mugs from the scene of
the late hand-to-mouth battle, was at its height. A motley crew of rushers grouped
themselves around the doorway and grabbed promising Freshmen as they emerged.
arched away triumphantly with their bewildered
re not well versed in football or military tactics
ch other, and solemnly passed their index Angers
\re gesture of defeat.
The first line charged and rr
captives. Those rushers who wt
stood empty-handed, stared at e<
across their throats in a suggesti
Later in the Hi Phli Raspberry House a Hi Phli rusher was spieling his line
to his unsophisticated captive. The latter did not have a chance. His query as to
how and where to apply for membership in a fraternity was totally ignored as the
Hi Phlier waxed eloquent.
"Ya know we've sized y'up. We like the way ya part yer hair the way ya
dance. I think you'd fit fine with th' bunch here. Ya know you've gotta live four
years with the crowd ya pick out- and adaptability ya know that counts. We
have the best frat on the campus. Why just compare the fellows here with any
other group. It can't be done.
"Look at our AIu There's Mickey Doov He 1 the boxing squad
in "17 - big man. That counts. There's Smith. He was President of the Chess
Club. He's in the sugar business now. Raises cain down in Cuba. Those things
count. We rate pretty high financially. locally,and nationally. We've gotta
strong chapter in the University of Southern California. Ya might never go there.
of course, but it counts.
"I could tell ya a whole lot about some of these frats around here. Why look
at the bunch of booze-hounds in the I Tappa Keg House but that's slingin' mud.
and we never sling mud here. An' if ya need work, we can arrange that O. K.
We always have plenty of work for the Freshmen we pledge. Ya know ya fit here
an' ya wanna go where ya belong ".
Seven-thirty bell rings.
"Well, be good. Just think it over. See ya tomorrer night? Gotta date? How
about Wednesday? Thurdsay? Friday?, then? Well you'll be here all year come
over any time. G'dnight".

Prof. Ince (talking to Seniors about soap): -It doesn't make
IS, because we don't use much of it.
Capt. Church:- Harrington, what formation would you use?
Buck:- Give column of clotheslines.
SwAHN (in Economics, explaining the difference betwe
Rent is what you pay out. and interest is what you take in.
%
Jickey Moorhouse (in MiUtary Science):- Capt. Church, what will I do
^ith this third platoon?
Barton pipes out:~What would they do with them in the Jickey army. Sid?
Sid:They wouldn't have odd numbers like that.
Holden (in Military Science) : Who looks
I know in civil life they call a Corona.
the dead i the army?
Barton (discussing ads in M. E. XXVI ) : How about when they put a coupon
the paper?
Connolly:- That's bait for fish.
Dr. Carroll: What kind of fish?
Berni: Suckers.
Kid Chandler:Say. Prof, what's H204?
McGuire:There's no such formula. Don't
'Arry: Don't you ever wash yourself?
-it fo any thii
Pa (looking at Kulasewski and speaking to Pastorini): ^Now. Pade
Dr. Jaeck: Gaddes. what is the word for "read?"
Gaddes: Lire.
Dr. Jaeck:- No. dire.
Gaddes: Oh, you stop!
UrrBr Uibrra
O, Chemist of Skill, investigate.
Answer this quizz of mine.
I think I know where carbonate
But where did iodine?
Ex.
wflHTCO - /IPPi ic/t N r > Fcfl
crtv/?tT UNIT. 1^ ni-io
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CALENDAR
MARCH. 1921
I March comes m like a lamb <;>>>
2. Beat Harvard in basketball at Cambridge. 24-23. Big celebration
fires 'n everything.
3. Sophs win Fresh-Soph debate.
4. Classes get back to normal alter celebration of Fresh-Soph debate.
5 T b ba k tb II ** ' ' '" ''""'" ^'wo ig sea games 1 R. I. Co-eds. 23: Conn. Co-eds. 22.
6. As usual all the I ligh Irish go to church.
7. Elngineering meeting. Polygon meeting. Basketball picture taken.
8. Junior Class Meeting. Date set for Junior Prom.
9. Everybody present at Assembly (as per usual .
10. Milk without any water for breakfast this morning.
11. R. I.. 34: Northeastern. 14. Dance after the game.
12. Movies l?i and Dance at Lippitt. Conn Co-ed's. 24. at Storrs.
13. Annual brush fires at South Road.
14. Freshman class meeting.
15. A. A. meeting. Fraternity meetings.
16. Engineering movies, and Lecture at Chapel.
I t f t t d bates ''''"'"' ^^' ^'' '"''''"' '^'P'"' ''''n er ra r y Lambda Chi Alpha vs. Beta Phi.
I 7. St. Patricks Day -All the 1 larps turn out in Green.
18. Baseball candidates called out.
19. Movies and dance at Lippitt
20. Palm Sunday in Kingston.
2 1 . Polygon meets at Theta Chi.
22. All bank owners go home to-day
23. Classes over at 4 : 1 5 for Easter vacation.
24. Chem. XII class visits the Davol Rubber Co.
25. Hang-overs gave dance at Theta Chi.
26. Everybody in Kingston was buried yesterday.
27. Easter Sunday. You ought to see all the new outfits in Kingston.
28. Baseball men return for practice.
29. Almost everybody back: classes start at 1:15.
30. No one started studying as yet.
3 I . Glee Club, under direction of Jules Nye. chirps at Assembly.
Prexy speaks to the usual half dozen.
I. Pan-Hellenic dance. The official'razz" is
2. Movies and dance.
3. Four forest fires in Kingston.
4. Famine at East Hall. Polygon meeting.
5. Fraternity meetings.
6. Cracked ice sandwiches for dinner to-day.
7. Glee Club try out their new l?l hymns.
9. Submarine Base. 9: R. 1,. 4.
Informal dance at Theta Chi.
10. All the Harps called out for church.
1 1 . We get a good April snowstorm.
12. Physical Chem class inspect several plant!
13. Freshman volunteer lo work, track day.
NORTHUPS
Ice Cream
SODAS
Tobacco
Give US a Try
Peacedale and Wakefield
TEL. CONN
B.F.BROWN
& SON
Dealers in BEEF,
PORK, LAMB,
and POULTRY
Abo Vegetables
in their Season
KINGSTON. R. I.
TriLLlPHONL
OP.
KENYON'S
Stores
Kenyon's
Department
Store
W.^KEFIELD. R I.
BOSTON STORE
Narragansett Pier, R. I.
E.STABI.ISHED i8qi
LOWELL
HighGrade Animal
Fertilizers and
Poultrx
Feeds
D
Lowell Fertilizer Company
40 North Market Street
BO.'^TON. MASS
Soft Crabs, Terrapin, Etc. Pure Cod Liver Oil
J. T. Fearney & Son
Dealers in
Fish. Game, Oysters. Lobsters
42-44 Exchange Place
PRO V I DENCE, R. I .
CALENDARContinued.
APRIL
14. Dean Randall of Brown speaks at Assembly. Mass meeting in P. M. for Brown
15. Informal dance at Lippitt.
16. Brown. 9: R. 1.. 6. 'Pecky' tips over in his "niver" on way to Brow 1 game.
17. Sunday -only the regular few at breakfast: the waiters get "sore .
18. Polygon Social at Delta Alpha Psi.
A. A. meeting. Fraternity meetings.
20. Get a glimpse of sun for first time in five days. Prexy gives a lecture
Seniors.
to the Juni :>rs and
21. Student Council meeting. Fraternitv baseball schedule prepared.
22. Freshman Minstrel and Dance. "Pete
"
and Coach in the limelight.
25. Conn. vs. R, L rain Rotten movies.
24. Nice day: all the good-weather Christians go to church.
25. Daylight saving time hits Kingston.
26 No dishes broken in the kitchen to-day.
27. All the hash goes back to the kitchen untouched.
28. R. 1.. 7: Colby. 0. Hastings didn't go to Westerly this week.
29, Co-ed A. A. gives show. R. 1.. 1 1 : U. of Maine. 4.
30.
1.
Delta Alpha Psi Banquet. R. 1.. 1 : M. A. C. 10.
MAY
Day of rest- but not in Kingston.
2.
3.
Special dinner to-dayRoast Bee s Knees with ground glass sauce.
Seniors have May breakfast.
iqb
HETHER ITS LIFE, COLLEGE, OR MATRIMONY YOU ARE
BEGINNING, WE CAN INTEREST AND HELP YOU
Household Goods and Furniture
THAT'S OUR BUSINESS
\WE INTEREST AND SELL EVERY WOMAN.
MAN OR CHILD IN OUR TOWN.
Sheldon Housefurnishing Co.
Telephone, 227-R WAKEFIELD, R. I.
CALENDARContinued.
MAY
Girls dance "down the line": many eds are absent in Kingston.
No Juniors present at Assembly.
Sophs hold annual banquet.
R. I. trim M. A. C. in track meet. 63-53.
Many attend Christian Endeavor services at village church.
Conn, fail to show up for baseball game.
Fraternity meetings.
W. P. I..8:R. I.. 3. Junior class meeting.
Dramatic Society presents "Nothing but the Truth." Old Men drift back for the Prom.
Ramno game. Best Prom ever.
Rainno game. Interscholastic track meet postponed till 2 P. M. Dances at Theta Chi.
Delta Alpha Psi. and P. 1. K. Lambda Chi Alpha Go Matunick.
Nobody at breakfast: morpheus entertains all.
Polygon meets at Beta Phi.
B. C . 5: R. 1.. 0.
The whole baseball club sold to "Raymonds." They buy anything.
U. of Pitt . 7: R I. 0.
R. I.. 8; Conn.. 4.
Interclass track meet. O.A.A. hold annual banquet.
Sunday -ice cream for dinner: put that in your note book.
Polygon meeting. Who put the fish in Totman's pocket?????
Fraternity meetings.
Clark game canceled.
Junior class meeting.
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\Vy\SHINGTON
Shoe Repairing
Company
Quality
and
Service
172-174 Washington Street
PROVIDENCE, R I
Printing
and
Everything in
Stationery
TIMES
Printing Office
WAKEFIELD, R. I
WELL, PROMPTLY AND
RE.ASONABLY DONE
HEARD AT THE WAITERS' TABLE
Hey Stretch, your apron string's in your so
Stretch: I don't care, it's dirty anyway.
That the engineering course is very conducive to absent-mindednes
kvhen Andrews divested for basketball and put on his pajamas instead.
I ley. Gob. where'd you get the collar.
Edwards: The Arrow people pay me to wear
You earn the money.
Stretch: Coach, I left my suit in the locker.
The A. B.: You goldinged fried egg. your brai
Gee: Where are they?
Stretch :'-ln the locker.
Anderson: ^Say, Gladys, can you write sK
G.:No. I can't.
Andy: That's one of the requirements of a
Edwards: -Sure, all wives should be able t
nodern wife.
take their hu
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J. Attmore Wright, Ph. G.
Registered Druggist
WAKia-IELD, R. I.
'TlfE DRUGGIST WHO TRIES 10 PLEASE"
CALIiNDAR -Continued.
MAY
27. Holy Cross. 15: R. 1.. 2. "Gob" goes blind eighth wonder in Keaney 's book of wonders.
28. Trim Conn, in Track Meet.
29. Everything quiet in Kingston Sunday.
30. I lang up the booksvacation.
JUNE
I Student Council elections.
2. Tap Day at Assembly. Grist Pictures taken. Polygon meets at Theta Chi.
3. All college dance.
4. Theta Chi spends week-end at Jamestown.
3. The village clock is on time to-day. At least twice, anyway.
6. Prof. Jackson and his Physical Chem. class can't agree on the value of "X."
7. A. A. meeting. Blanket Tax meeting.
8. Sophs.. 3: Frosh. 2.Wild game.
9. R. 1. Club holds meeting.
10. Freshmen hold banquet at East Hall.
I 1 .Movies and dance, as per usual.
I 2. Grist staff quits lor finals.
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OUR SPECIALTIES ARE THREE^ EXCELLENT FOOD, EFFI
CIENT SERVICE and LOW PRICES
Special 3-Course Lunchcon-65C
Special 5-Cour5e Dinncr-Ji.ij
The Rathskeller
Alongside City i lall
pro\'1de\c:e
SWEATERS!
V-Neck, Ring Neck
and Coal Styles
We carry the finest line of
sweaters in the country at
the lowest market price
Ciolf Suits, Knickers and Golf
Hose, Soft Collar Outing
Shirts
John F. Cashman
.\i 1 ii-iiTic Ol ' 1 fitt[;r
PRO\ IDF-NCF-.R, 1.
PROVIDENCE
LUMBER CO.
Wholesale and Retail
Lumber and
Builders
Supplies
Office and Yards
7bi Elmwood Avenue
provifjence. R 1
Students' Lamps
Flash Lights
Electric Flats
and other selected appliances
at lowest prices
The
ELECTRIC
SHOP
Narragansett Pier Electric
Light and Power Co.
W.AKHFIEI.D R. I.
oalWakefieldLUMBER
^ Building Material
Wakefield, Rhode Island Hardware ""-^Paints
CALENDARContinued.
SEPTEMBER
I 1 . Football candidates report to the college.
12-16. Stiff poker and football drills.
16. New London Sub-Base. 16: R. I . O
19. l-ate candidates report. General balling out from Keaney.
20. Old faces begin to reappear on the Campus.
21. Registration, waiting lines, etc. N. B.. Worse than the World Seri
22. Mass meeting for the Brown game. Fresh]
23. Freshman Reception. The old boys take accc
24. Brown. 6: R. I.. 0:general woe.
26. Coach Keaney points out weaknesses in Brov
27. Fraternity meetings. Profs begin to turn the
28. Initial meeting of the Student Council.
29. Polygon holds first meeting.
30. Football team leaves for Bowdoin.
1 dig do
unt of the , fen
I. Bowdoin. 9: R. I.. 0.
3. Freshman elect Dick Cavanaugh class president.
4. Capt. Knight raids the beds in Flast Hall
b. Students protest demerits at Assembly.
6. Seniors elect class officers.
7. Sophs try to break up Freshman Informal. Result, unfavorable
With Best Wishes From
J. C. TUCKER CO.
! NARRAGANSETT PIER, RHODE ISLAND
WAKEFIELD, RHODE ISLAND
t
WATERMAN and MCX^RI-:
Fountain Pens
Eversharp Pencils
WE'VE AN UNRIVALED
DISPLAY OF BOTH Pt'.NS
AND PENCILS READY
FOR YOUR .SELECTION
Con\'cnient for Your Inspection
Fountain Pens
Price $1-50 to S38 00
Priced 50C to $35.00
"'I be Leading Paper Dealers and
.Slalioners of Rtiode Island"
Providence Paper Co.
44-48 WEYBOSSET ST.
Complete Sport
Outfitters
The Winchester Store
Westminster at
Snow Street
PROVIOHNCE, R. I.
Aldrich-Eldredge
Company
Wholesale Grocers
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
CALENDAR- Continued.
SEPTEMBER
8. Varsity takes a rest. Movies and Dance without the Movies, due to those rough Sopho'
10. Long scrimmage in preparation for the Maine game.
11. Day before vacation. Fim^ONE DOLLAR. Try and get it
\2. Columbus Day. No holiday for football men.
13. One more dollar -send the bill to father.
14. Team leaves for Maine.
15. Maine. 7; R. 1.. 3. Rumored that Maine co-eds vamped the team.
17. Hot debate at the Polygon Meeting on rushing rules
18. P. 1. K rush feed.
19. The chow line forms at Beta Phi.
20. Lambda Chi feeds.
21. Aggie Ball. Co-eds in their true element.
22. R. 1. 27: Worcester Poly: 0. Great rejoicing on the I lill.
24. Delta Alpha Psi entertains the Frosh.
25. Theta Chi boys set them up.
26. The momentous day arrives. Freshmen pick out their Clubhouse.
27. Reading for Near-East Relief (Magnolial.
28. On eve of B. U. game, the football team is badly handicapped by injuries
29. B. U.. 14: R. 1.0.
31. Stude Council takes a crack at the Frosh.
American
Stationery Co.
Arthur H Fisher. Proprielor
Blank Books
Office Supplies
gi Washington Street
PROVIDENCE, R.I.
Hub Shoe
Repairing Co.
Two Convenient
Stores
62 Washington Street
Near City Hall
111 Weybosset Street
opposite Mathewson Sl.
WHOD J'MEAN. DOC?
Ruth Abbott (making report in Elnglish) : This report \s taken from -.
Voice from the Rear:1. B. Dumb.
Turkeyneck: You be who?
Ruth; I. B. Richmond.
Caft. Holden: Assume your perspective positions:
Coach: You can't do that, it's a fragrant breach of the rules.
Or as the Connecticut Aggies say: "We dont use authorities, we use
Our idea of nothing at all is a Freshman who'll take a Student Council membi
for a stroll.
Coach:Play the ball! Play the bal
Frosh : Forward.
Wha to pla
The guy who said a woman should be the shrine rather than the pilgrim had nothing on
Coach Keaney when he bawled out in a girl's game. "Foul, for playing the man."
Lila Berry did not realize the other day that the fellows in the Experimental Engineering
lab were weighing barrels of water when Joe shouted out "Four hundred, eighty-nine pounds
and thirteen ounces."
ADVERTISE IX .-\XD SUBSCRIBE TO
THE BEACON
The College Seti'spaper
For Information write to W.ADE .-V. MOREHOUSE. Business Manager
SAUNDERS PRINTING CO.
W iNiHn.li' H Saunders, M,\n.v:p:r
c;ommi;ri;i.ai. t t. t ^^ , r^ . qh.m.ity
PROFE.VSIONAL Hiffh Gradc Stationery inhividi alhy
SOCIETY WORK
^ ^^S" VJl dtjt^ ^ LdLlWl H.,1 3' SERVICE
Including also Announcement Card.s and t'olders, Banquet Menus and Fancy Programs
741 WESTMINSTER ST. PROVIDENCE. R. I,
THE BERT HORTON STUDIO
C. W ORTH. Succcisor
BOSTON STORE
The Best in Artistic Photography
Special Rates to all Students
E. T. LANNIER, -The Tailor-
Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing
Ladies' and Gents" Clothing
Dyeing and Allerations of all kinds
CoLLTuniA Road OpposiTt: Oprra House
W.AKEFIELD, R. I.
L. VAUGHN CO.
Manujaaureis ,./
SASH, DOORS, BLINDS
and BUILDERS' FINISH
Dislrlbukvs of
MORGAN MILL WORK
also UPSON WALL BOARD
Hi WESTMINSTER ST PROVIDENCE. R. I
Compliments of
KINGSTON
TRUST CO.
Smart
Young Men's
Clothing
WILLIAM F. CASEY
With
KENNEDY'S
Westminster and Dorrance Sts
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Kingston Hill Store
General Variety Store
SOMETHING FOR EVERYBODY QUALITY. VALUE AND SERVICE
CHOICE FRUITS, GROCERIES, PROVISIONS and DRY GOODS
CIGARS. TOBACCO, and CONFECTIONERY
GIVE US A CALL AND BE CONVINCED THiiT OUR GOODS ARE IHE
BEiST AND AS LOW AS CAN BE OBTAINED ELSEWHERE
Kingston Hill Store. Kingston. R. I.
TELEPHONE CONNECTION A C SCHMIDT, Prop.
CANDY TOBACCO
The College Shop
A. C. SCFLMIDT, Prop.
SODA LUNCHES
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Beautiful forms
!
/^UR claim to your considera-\J tion lies in the fact that we.r. , ^de b.
have applied to our own business
materialisemade the thought contained in this
quotation fromoneof theworld 's
for cheapness and greatest thinkers and practical
of workmansliip.
workers.
If there is anything attractive
cause of Ihe rapid beyond the ordinary, in the page
decay and enure arrangement, cover decoration,
arts and mann. presswork, and general harmony
which distinguish our work, be
assured it has not been due to
chance.
We leave nothing to chance.
Every line, page, volume, as it
comes from our establishment,
is the result of a carefully laid,
conscientiously executed plan.
The thought and the super
visionwhich our system provides
is your guarantee of excellence.
If you have anything to be
printed, write us; if we under
take it, we will do it well.
B B El
' iu4fii"i"lf
r^iiil Baker, Jones, Hausauer, Inc.yff^r^l 45-51 Carroll Street
'^5^^ Buffalo, N. Y.
Use "ECONOMY" Coal and Save Money
.New
River
Steam
Coal
>m!i
mm
wm
36 Weybosset Street
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Best
Grade
Anthracite
Coal
48 Park Street
ATTLEBORO, MASS.
CALENDAR- Continued.
NOVEMBER
1 Cunningham works the coal pile. Was It worth it? Ask Ruth, she knows.
2. Glee Club commences weekly warbles under Dr. Jules Nye.
5, Mass meeting for M. A. C. game. Lots of pep. "Prexy . "Pa '. and "Tip on deck That's
what makes the grass grow green.
4.
5,
7.
Rhode Island beats Brown in Cross-Country 23-32,
R. 1. 7M A C. 2. Volstead supporters lost in the rush to the P.er
Polygon feeds at P 1, K.
8. Student Council again convenes.
9. Long signal drill after supper for the Bates game.
10.
11.
Bates game called off. Heavy snow.
Armistice Day vacation and otherwise.
12. Prexy talks to empty seats in Economics 1. One more dollar up the flue.
14. Inauguration ol Chess and Checker Club.
15. Rumored that crocheting team candidates to be called out.
16.
17.
Student Council hold business meeting.
Mass meeting for the Conn. game. The bull again taken by the horns.
lA.
19. R. 1 27 Conn 21. P. 1. K and O X. hold house dances. Lambda Chi Alpha a
Alpha Psi initiate. Big bonfire on the Campus. More business at the Pier.
d Delta
21. Frosh 6 Sophs. 0 Hardy stars.
22. First basketball practice of the season.
23. Campus deserted as the boys depart to strangle the Turkey.
28.
29. Basketball team resumes practice. Outlook favorable in ihls sport.
30. Sun re-appears for the first time in a week.
Cotrell 82 Leonard
.\LB.\NY, N. Y.
Makers of
Caps - Gowns - Hoods
For All DEGRUiis
SEND FOR SAMPLES AND
INFORMATION
INTERCOLLEGIATE BURE.-\U
OF ACADEMIC COSTUME
SILVER
WATCHES
JEWELRY
PICTURES
FURNITURE
STATIONERY
CLASS, CHINA
ORIENTAL RUGS
LIGHTING FIXTURES
VICTROLAS, RECORDS
Tilden - Thurber
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
thleticGoods
286 Devonshire Jt. Doston Mas
The
Highest Quality
Athletic Goods
Manufactured
Catalogue oti Request
ESTAIMJ.SIIED ,S;S
Geo. F. Young
& Bro.
Cigars
Cigarettes
Tobaccos
Pipes ,
PROVIDENCE, R. 1.
A LITTLE STUDY
on where to get the best in Clothing.
Hals and Furnishings will bring
you lo this store.
You will find large assortments of
the newest styles and patterns.
When it comes lo prices ours are loiver.
BROWNING, KING & CO.
Westminster and Eddy Streets
PROVIDENCE, R I.
CALENDAR -Continued.
DECEMBER
I. Chess and Checker Club compete with the Galloping Domino and Poker Club in signing
Z. Lucey stayed awake in Economics,
3. Theta Chi Iry their paddles on the freshmen.
4. Scoff heavy to-day chicken necks and wings.
5. Polygon meets at Theta Chi.
6 Basketball-R I 32. Prov College 12.
7. Entertainment by the Lecture Association.
8. R. 1. 21; Bates. 18,
9. Annual Soph Hop furnishes big week-end.
10. Two waiters show up for breakfast.
I I. Everybody on road to recovery after effects of the Hop.
1 2. Polygon meeting.
I 3. The six-thirty bell was on time this morning.
1 4 Attendance at Assembly increasing every week. Burchard Cup awarded to Lambda Chi
Alpha Fraternity.
13. Xmas vacation starts to-morrow everybody quit studying to-day,
16, R, 1. 30. St. Michaels. 25. All out for Xmas recess.
THE W. E. BARRETT CO.
Canal AND Watkrman Strekts PROVIDENCE. R. I.
Quality Seeds for Farm and Garden
COMPLETE LINE OF M0I:)I:RN FARMING TOOLS
Farm Tractors. Mowing Machines. Corn
Harvesters. Ensilage Cuttersarvi Blowers, Potato Diggers, Manure .Spreaders
Farm and Hog Fence
FertNizers for all Purposes Spray Pumps, I land and Power
Catalogue Free. Get your rmme on our mailing list
Where the
footwear styles
come from
W ISTMINSIF.R AND 1>WR,\M U -S, S
PROVIDENCE. R 1
A Good Morning Cup
Rich. Brown. Fragrant and
Mellow Free from Bitter
ness and with a Delicate
[^TOCRAT
JJHOWHELLiRELoW,
That's
Autocrat
Coffee
Sold by
.Most
Grocers
BROWNELL
& FIELD CO.
PRO\ IDENCE, R I
Rhode Island State College
IN 1 IVIE OF WAR OR IN TIME OF PE.ACE.
THE NATION N^EEDS
Trained Men and Women
Intelligent Citizens
This College. Incorporated under laws of the
United States and State of Rhode Island.
offers free collegiate instruction to residents
of Rhode Island, who present fourteen
unitsofHighSchool work for ent ranee.
Courses of 5(uc(yAgriculture, Applied
Science, Home Economics, Mechanical,
Civil, Chemical and Electrical Engi
neering, Education in co-operation with
Rhode Island Normal School.
I'^r further information, address
R[:c;iSTRAR
Rhode Island State College
KlNCSTOX. R 1
The UTTER COMPANY
South County Printers
WESTERLY, R.l.
CALENDAR -Continued.
JANUARY 1922
3. Classes resumed but not much studying done.
4. Basketball team practises all afternoon, preparing for Tufts' game.
5. Kirby gets to breakfast on time, I le must have been up all night.
6. R. 1.. 28: Tufts. 35.
7. Frat. pictures taken. Interclass coed basketball games.
8. Waiters still maintain that there should be no breakfast on Sunday.
9. Thermo test by "Lanza" knocks the boys cold.
10. Senior co-eds beat Freshmen.
1 1 . Lots of snow.
12. R. I.. 18; Conn.. 38.
13. Freshmen. 25; Buckley High. 15.
1 4. More pictures taken for the CmsT,
15. The Aggies busy studying -Animal Horticulture. 1.
16. Polygon meets at Beta Phi.
17. Fraternity meetings,
18. R. I,. 44; Northeastern. 25.
19. Joe Nato put on a clean apron,
20, R, 1.. 32; New Bedford Textile. 20
21. Freshmen. 32; N. Attleboro. 20. Movies and Dance at Lippitt.
214
CALENDARConcluded.
JANUARY
Sliced Shingles. Embalmed Potatoes, and Mashed Ash Cans for dinner.
Freshmen. 32; Central Falls. 7. Delta Alpha Psi and Lambda Chi Alpha win interfraternity
debates.
Soph-co-eds. 33. Seniors 23. Fraternity meetings.
Freshmen. 44; South Kingston. M. S.. 25.
Start decorating for Military Ball.
Military Ball comes through strong
R. I. 29. Northeastern 30.
Church buss couldn't run to-day. so only the religious "I larps" walked to church.
Schedule for mid-year finals p>osled.
Tribolet elected captain of basketball.
FEBRUARY
"Lanza" opens the door for those who haven't put in an hour and a half on Thermo
Half the class goes out.
Start dusting the books off to study for finals.
R. I.. 18; Conn . 34. R, I Co-cds; 41; Conn, co-eds. 12.
Barton's kanJ makes a terrible racket for the dance after the movies.
Finals coming this week lots of students here now.
Last day of regular classes; finals begin to-morrow.
Everyone busy studying
Everybody goes home for mid-year vacation
Registration. The familiar old waiting line up to roof of Lippitt. R. 1. 25; Brown. 28.
"Stretch" Smith and "Tom" Kirby decide that a four year Aggie is better than a five
year engineer.
"Shifters" organization pledge many members around Kingston, among them "Doc."
Bailey.
R. L. 42: Tufts. 29. Cold spell hits Kingston; 10 below zero
Scullions wait on themselves at breakfast.
Unbuckled "Galloping Galoshes" carry the "400" around the campus.
"Tip" Tyler purchases a new "Flat Hat."
R. 1.. 32: Harvard. 44.
Birthington's Washday -no classes.
Revert to pre-war style in dming hall. R. I.. 18: U. of Maine. 2i.
Dramatic society gives show. Dance follows.
Freshmen. 13; E. G. A.. 23; Co-eds. 14: Pembroke. 54.
Co-eds have picnic at Morse Field.
Polygon meeting at Delta Alpha Psi.
Fraternity meetings.
Appreciation
J^HE 7922 GRIST
wishes to express
an earnest apprecialion
of the aduerUsers whose
names appeared in ihe
preceding pages.
They have through their
co-operation aided very
materially in the pub
lication of this volume.
Their co-operation de
notes a sincere interest
in Rhode Island Siuic
College and ils Sludcnl.s.
and the least we can do is
lo return their support.
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